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Soburin One-Shot
Mists of Akuma modules are typically longer adventures

that revolve around intrigue and treachery, but this short escapade
doesn’t have the length required for properly characterizing NPCs 
to have the impact such a narrative demands. A Village Corrupted 
instead focuses on the hallmark harsh tests of survival and the 

brutal combat encounters that distinguish the campaign setting. We 
strongly recommend checking out other Mists of Akuma offerings like the Trade 

War adventure path, the urban sandbox mega adventure Imperial Matchmaker, 
or the new wave of modules (Honorable Wills, Seven Grains of Rice, and Kōmoro 

Toko’s Menagerie) if you enjoy this abbreviated foray into Soburin.
 To be blunt, the goals of this adventure are to 

● give GMs and players a feel for the Mists of Akuma campaign setting,
● explore the thematic ability scores (Dignity and Haitoku),
● introduce the Mists of Akuma iconics (pregenerated PCs included at the end of 

this module),
● and achieve a pyrrhic victory—the kind of triumph most common to Soburin.

Adventure Background
Hason-Shita is an isolated settlement that can be placed in most mainland 
prefectures (except for Supai; Sukochi is a wise choice for a group about to play 
through Scourge of Róbai-Shita Temple). Its master Lord Saionji Ariyori is a spiteful, 
vengeful bastard of the ruling clan that has been practically exiled to this forsaken 
place in the wilderness. He is a poor leader, taking out his ire on his subjects and 
using them for his entertainment—especially in the violent and lethal Ketsueki-
Supōtsu Festival. Lord Ariyori’s wickedness is soon to become his undoing however, 
and if none rise to aid Hason-Shita as this latest celebration of blood sport comes 
to pass, when he falls he may well bring the entire village to ruin.

Adventure Summary
As the party is traveling from one place to another the Mists of Akuma suddenly 
appear in such magnitude that they are forced to flee to higher ground, coming 
upon the hilltop village of Hason-Shita. Once there they find a populace able and 
prepared to defend themselves against adeddo-oni, but also discover that the 
annual Ketsueki-Supōtsu Festival is imminent (events devoted to blood sports 
the PCs are welcome to participate in). Before the celebrations start they meet the 
nearly-mad Lord Saionji Ariyori and witness the end of his fall from virtue as the 
festivities unfold, following him to see the transformation take place in an isolated 
farmhouse. The noble’s thirst for violence knows no end, and after slaying the 
monster he becomes the adventurers must race back to Hason-Shita to stop the 
other participants from drinking from the well of corruption. Should they fail the 
village will finally fall to the hordes of adeddo-oni ravaging Soburin, the foul 
creatures’ final and most devastating attack coming from within.

https://www.drivethrurpg.com/product/248835/Mists-of-Akuma-Trade-War-Adventure-Path-5E
https://www.drivethrurpg.com/product/248835/Mists-of-Akuma-Trade-War-Adventure-Path-5E
https://www.drivethrurpg.com/product/293538/Mists-of-Akuma-Imperial-Matchmaker
https://www.drivethrurpg.com/product/277934/Mists-of-Akuma-Honorable-Wills
https://www.drivethrurpg.com/product/291690/Mists-of-Akuma-Seven-Grains-of-Rice
https://www.drivethrurpg.com/product/297129/Mists-of-Akuma-Komoro-Tokos-Menagerie
https://www.drivethrurpg.com/product/297129/Mists-of-Akuma-Komoro-Tokos-Menagerie
https://www.drivethrurpg.com/product/278987/Mists-of-Akuma-Anniversary-Edition-5E
https://marketplace.roll20.net/browse/module/60/mists-of-akuma-scourge-of-robai-shita-temple
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Adeddo Introduction
The GM may choose to have the party already in 
Hason-Shita (maybe sharing drinks at the Whooping  
Stallion) or for the game to begin while they’re  
traveling on the road. The Mists of Akuma appear 
(page 13) and seem to be nearly everywhere the 
PCs turn, leaving them no option but to seek higher 
ground. In addition to getting the party to where 
they need to be, this encounter sets the tone of the 
setting, displays the supernatural evil threatening 
Soburin, and makes it clear how dire the stakes are. 

Combating the Mists. Should the party choose 
to stay and fight rather than flee, first they are  
approached by 2 adeddo-oni hunchlings (page 
15), then a trio of the monsters, followed by a pair 
of adeddo-oni ninja (page 15), and then finally 
an adeddo-oni samurai (page 16). In the unlikely 
event that adventurers slaughter their way through 
this encounter and live to tell the tale, there are  
a number of witnesses from Hason-Shita who  
approach not long after the fight ends. These  
villagers watched from afar and are suitably  
impressed by the PCs, urging them to come back  
to the settlement to participate in the Ketsueki- 
Supōtsu Festival. 

In either case the GM should focus on the 
following when describing the Mists of Akuma and 
hordes of adeddo-oni that bound out of it.

● The blue and purple fog is impossible to see 
through, blocking out sunlight and obscuring 
the cackling creatures inside of it.

● There’s no way to tell how many monsters  
are dashing and jumping in the supernatural  
haze—it could be only a few, it could be 
dozens, or it could be hundreds of gnashing 
teeth and bloodied weapons waiting for more 
victims.

● The odor of blood and decay permeates when 
one nears the corrupting fog bringing with it 
the promise of death. 

Village of Hason-Shita
With a DC 11 Dignity (Culture) check or DC 14 
Intelligence (History) check the PCs recall that this 
destitute and rundown settlement is most well 
known for its tyrannical noble ruler Saionji Ariyori. 
The elitist outcast is something of a madman and 
infamously takes out his rage on his subjects, 
furious that he’s been sidelined from the prefecture’s 
politics. Its people—many of whom are unsettling to 

be around, as though all are haunted—live 
together mostly out of necessity, only really 

uniting when monsters assault their homes. 
As the village is situated on the highest point 
for leagues and leagues around, most are fearful 
of leaving Hason-Shita and taking their worldly 
possessions with them on roads filled with 
bandits eager to steal and monsters thirsty 
for blood.

Ariyori Estate. Lord Saionji’s home is spartan 
despite his comparative wealth. Only the main 
foyer is clean, the rest of the area largely  
destroyed by its owner’s fits of violent rage.  
The local guards (a pair of veterans—Oka  
Seitaro and Imada Honoka) also dwell here,  
but anyone can sneak inside with a DC 13  
Dexterity (Stealth) check. There’s nothing  
remarkable or valuable to be found but there 
are several empty urns in the closets of the  
master bedroom, each of them dripping a 
strange alcoholic drink. With a successful  
DC 10 Intelligence (alchemist’s supplies) check 
or DC 14 Intelligence (Investigation) check a 
PC can determine there is no alcohol involved 
with the drink despite it seeming to have those 
qualities.

Baku & Casks. The owner of this general  
store (Waru Chindosu, neutral evil badger  
hengeyokai spy) keeps a few cots in the back  
for the errant traveler that comes through  
Hason-Shita, charging only 1 copper a night  
to sleep there. It’s a necessary revenue stream 
as he doesn’t have much inventory useful for 
adventurers: only an abacus, an old signet  
ring, leatherworker’s tools, and a set of tosei  
gusoku armor (AC 16, requires Strength 13,  
disadvantage on Dexterity [Stealth] checks, 
weighs 40 lbs., cost 500 gp).

Other Buildings. Most of the settlement’s 
buildings are home to the farmers that tend the 
fields nearby, although at the GM’s discretion 
there may be other additional NPCs living here 
(doctors, hunters, smiths, and the like). Most of 
the villagers in Hason-Shita use the statistics of 
bandits with a +10 ft. bonus to Speed and the 
Pack Tactics trait (the villager has advantage on 
an attack roll against a creature if at least one  
of the villager’s allies is within 5 feet of the  
creature and the ally isn’t incapacitated.) Exactly 
how many people live in Hason-Shita is up  
to the GM but it’s recommended that about  
75 people dwell here.

Stadium. There are simple wooden benches 
beneath the shingled canopy surrounding the 
dirt pit at the center of the village, but little 
else of note save for the crimson that stains the 

https://www.dndbeyond.com/monsters/veteran
https://www.dndbeyond.com/monsters/spy
https://www.dndbeyond.com/monsters/bandit
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earth there. A DC 11 Intelligence (Nature) check 
is enough to know that dried blood should be 
brown, though there’s no way to determine why 
it is the sanguine marks in the stadium are still 
red. 

Whooping Stallion Inn. Ganokona Kakuho 
(chaotic neutral kappa priest) runs Hason- 
Shita’s drinking establishment and at most  
times of the day there’s a game going on at her 
hanafuda table. The only building in the village 
with more than one floor, there are six rooms  
for rent (1 silver a night) situated above the 
main chamber. 

 It’s difficult to gain the trust or 
admiration of anyone in the settlement, but 
after they’ve been won over they explain the 
plight of living under Lord Saionji Ariyori. 
The PCs can befriend the locals with DC 14 
Charisma (Persuasion) checks, entertaining 
gambling, decent bribes (of at least 5 gold), 
or by helping repel an adeddo-oni assault. 
What they learn is that while the village’s 
master is a ruthless sadistic despot, nobody 
wants the noble removed—without a 
member of the ruling class to plead for aid 
and resources their settlement will certainly 
be doomed. So it is that they all participate 
in the bi-annual Ketsueki-Supōtsu Festival, 
though with each year that passes it seems 
as if the blood sports get more intense, 
merciless, and deadly.

Corrupted Villagers
The demeanor of their corrupted leader has made 
the people of Hason-Shita harsh and paranoid—
every villager’s Haitoku score is equal to 15+1d4, 
meaning that every NPC the adventurers interact 
with has between 3 to 4 misted levels (page 13). In 
addition to having a bonus to speed during combat 
(+10 feet) and disadvantage on Dignity checks, the 
villagers all have misted effects which the GM (and 
PCs!) can create or roll for on the Misted Effects 
tables (page 7).

Bloodsport
When the sun rises on the day following the party’s 
arrival the Ketsueki-Supōtsu Festival begins. The GM 
should focus on the following when describing the 
events and the crowd.

● There’s a certain element of insanity in the  
eyes of every villager when an event is taking 
place, a crazed bloodlust that seems to be 
contagious.

● It is remarkable to think these people are 
neighbors as they seem to be gleeful injuring 
one another.

● Lord Saionji Ariyori’s attention is fixed entirely 
on the bloodsports and there is no mistaking 
how intensely he loves to watch his villagers 
harm one another.

There are 3 events the party can take part in: the test 
of endurance, honor duels, and melees. The 
festival lasts 2 days and the adventurers have 
enough time to participate in 2 events each, 

https://www.dndbeyond.com/monsters/priest
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Table: audiTory MisTed effecTs

1d4 Effect Mild Severe

1 Dysmorphic
When you laugh the sounds are 
accompanied by sploshing organs 
and indigestion.

Any time that you shout or yell your 
consonants are punctuated by the 
cracking of snapping bones.

2
Nature in 
Conflict

Any time you whisper or growl your 
voice is not just gravely but resonates 
with the sounds of scraping stone. 

At the start and end of any sentence, 
you yell there is the unmistakable keen 
of clashing blades.

3 Oni Voice
Whenever you raise your voice even 
slightly there is a fundamentally 
unnatural cadence to your words. 

Unless you succeed on a DC 10 Dignity 
check when you talk, you sound like an 
adeddo-oni.

4 Spirit 
Whispers

You are bereft of silence—whenever 
there is quiet around you the spirits 
of all the creatures you’ve killed leave 
angry whispers in your ears.

Sometimes when you are talking with 
others, they too can hear the whispering 
of the enraged dead.

Table: Visual MisTed effecTs

1d4 Effect Mild Severe

1 Bloodied Your eyes are always bloodshot and 
tinged red.

Blood drips and trickles from your nails 
and orifices.

2 Enfanged
When you are driven to anger your 
canine teeth grow into sharpened 
fangs.

Your teeth have transformed, the 
bottom canines growing into tusks 
that jut out of your mouth.

3 Lightning

Any time that you run or otherwise 
move as fast as you can, red 
lightning trails your footsteps and 
scorches the ground.

Whenever you roll initiative you start to 
crackle with electricity, baleful crimson 
lightning dancing all over your body.

4 Thawed
You breathe out condensation and 
fog no matter what the temperature 
is or what you are doing.  

Ice the color of midnight spreads from 
your body onto the surfaces you walk 
and sit upon, evaporating into black 
smoke moments after you move away.

though only once per event. When a participant is 
reduced to 0 hit points they are removed from the 
field unless immediate medical attention is given, 
and sometimes the crowd’s chanting for deadly 
spectacle leads to impromptu public executions 
in the name of entertainment.

Endurance. A participant removes any armor 
or garments covering their back and grabs hold 
of a pole in the stadium, taking the lashes of  
a steel whip. Creatures can brace against a  
lashing with successful Constitution checks  
(DC equal to the damage dealt), reducing the 
damage taken from a hit by half. The first day,  
a 3-section steel whip is used (1d4+3 slashing  
damage), and the second day a 9-section 
steel whip (each strike alternating between a 
one-handed lasher dealing 1d8+3 slashing 
damage and a two-handed lasher dealing 
2d6+1 slashing damage). At the end of the first 

day the participant that takes the greatest number  
of continuous lashings receives a reward of 25 
gold, and at the end of the second day the winner 
receives 50 gold. The only real competition the 
PCs have for this event are the village guards Oka 
Seitaro and Imada Honoka (veterans).

Honor Duels. These are 1-on-1 combats with 
opponents that gradually become more difficult 
with each subsequent match (bandit, guard,  
acolyte, scout, spy). Participants have enough 
time to take 1 short rest between matches, but  
not a long rest. For the first victory, a participant 
gains 1 gold and the reward doubles for each  
additional victory (to 3 gold for 2 victories, 7 gold 
for 3 victories, 15 gold for 4 victories, or 31 gold 
for 5 victories). The GM should note that in many 
prefectures interference in an honor duel is a  
jailable offense. For each match an NPC has  
participated in, reduce its hit points by 1d4.

https://www.dndbeyond.com/monsters/veteran
https://www.dndbeyond.com/monsters/bandit
https://www.dndbeyond.com/monsters/guard
https://www.dndbeyond.com/monsters/acolyte
https://www.dndbeyond.com/monsters/scout
https://www.dndbeyond.com/monsters/spy
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Melees. These function like honor duels but there can be any number of participants—the last side 
standing after a day of melees wins 100 gold. Unfortunately,  
when a team chooses to participate, it falls to the sadistic  
whims of Lord Saionji Ariyori to determine who they face  
off against. The party faces off against the following  
groups of opponents in this order: 6 bandits,  
8 guards, 4 acolytes and 3 scouts, and  
finally 4 spies.

The Farmhouse
When the sun sets on each night of the Ketsueki-Supōtsu Festival the villagers go to drink together at the 
Whooping Stallion. Oddly though this revelry includes plenty of additional violent entertainment as fights 
frequently break out between the day’s competitors, Lord Saionji does not join in this revelry. Instead he 
departs Hason-Shita shortly after dusk, riding horseback several miles from the settlement. Success on a 
DC 11 Wisdom (Survival) check allows the PCs to follow the tracks to a lone farmhouse. Sneaking up to it 
with a DC 9 Dexterity (Stealth) check reveals the noble inside, clumsily handling a large barrel of crimson 
wine—and a DC 12 Wisdom (Perception) check spots the fingers of a dead hand reaching up from out 
of the liquid. If undisturbed he packs up the cask and hauls it back to town on his steed, sharing it with 
everyone at the tea house. 

Shibito Wine. Lord Saionji Ariyori is quite mad and in a fit of bloodlust murdered a small family not 
far from the village. Driven by dark urges, he stuffed their corpses into casks of wine believing that 
by drinking it he would become immune to the Mists of Akuma. In a sense he is not wrong—when a 
creature drinks a cup of shibito wine, it immediately increases its Haitoku by 1d4. A creature can only 
increase its Haitoku this way once every 24 hours.

Confronting Lord Saionji. The PCs have to fight the corrupted nobleman twice—when he’s reduced 
to 10 hit points or less, he drinks some shibito wine from a flask on his belt and rapidly transforms into 
an adeddo-oni in a gruesome scene that may well turn the adventurers’ stomachs. Any creature that 
witnesses the change makes a DC 14 Constitution saving throw or becomes sickened for 1 minute. 
Whenever a sickened creature takes damage, it makes a Constitution saving throw against the damage 
dealt or is stunned until the end of its next turn. Should Lord Saionji make it back to Hason-Shita before 
the party attacks him, he is joined by the village guards (2 veterans).

Fighting on the Farm. Lord Saionji hitches his horse up to the small barn on the western side of the 
property and to the east are some trees the PCs can use to conceal themselves (making their checks to 
hide with advantage). Brown fields aren’t troublesome enough to be obstacles but they can be used to 
hide in, and the flooded fields are treated as difficult terrain for creatures of Medium size or smaller.

Late Discovery. Adventurers that fail to uncover what Lord Saionji is up to might figure it out based 
on the demeanor and difficulty of their opponents on the second day of the festival—some now have 
misted levels of 6 or higher and are undeniably suffering from a new malady, the most corrupted  
entirely ignoring the damage from weaker blows. After this suspicious change in circumstances the  
PCs have advantage on checks made to track the noble to the farmhouse. Should he poison the  
settlement’s populace with shibito wine a second time, the end of the festival is punctuated by a surge 
of suddenly transformed adeddo-oni (specifically adeddo-villagers) wrecking Hason-Shita from within, 

forcing the party to oversee a mass evacuation, killing as many as possible before they too are 
forced to flee for their lives.

https://www.dndbeyond.com/monsters/bandit
https://www.dndbeyond.com/monsters/guard
https://www.dndbeyond.com/monsters/acolyte
https://www.dndbeyond.com/monsters/scout
https://www.dndbeyond.com/monsters/spy
https://www.dndbeyond.com/monsters/spy
https://www.dndbeyond.com/monsters/veteran
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Hason-Shita Liberated
When Lord Saionji is killed the villagers he once ruled over are torn between jubilation and dread, some 
of them not wasting any time to pack up what they can and leave as soon as possible. Word of their 
victory over the maddened noble will travel, increasing the Dignity scores of each PC by 1d4, but 
otherwise there is no reward for their deed or celebration for their victory—only the contempt of a 
people that needed saviors they did not want. 

Lord Saionji Ariyori
Medium humanoid (soburi human), chaotic evil fighter (cavalier) 4
Armor Class 18 (tosei gosoku, shield)
Hit Points 26 (4d10+4)
Speed 30 ft. (40 ft. in combat), 60 ft. on mount (riding horse)

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA Dignity Haitoku
13 (+1) 14 (+2) 13 (+1) 15 (+2) 9 (–1) 16 (+3) 17 (+3) 24 (+7)

Saving Throws Str +3, Con +3
Skills Animal Handling +1, Athletics +3, Deception +5, Insight +1, Intimidation +5, Survival +1
Senses passive Perception 9
Languages Soburi (Common)
Challenge 2 (450 XP)
Action Surge (1/Short Rest). On his turn, Saionji can take an additional action on top of his regular  

action and a possible bonus action. 
Feat: Charge. After Saionji uses his action to Dash, so long as he moves 10 feet or more in a straight 

line he can use a bonus action to immediately either shove a creature or make a single melee weapon 
attack. On a hit he either pushes the target up to 10 feet away from him or deals +5 extra damage.

Hated. Saionji has disadvantage when making Wisdom or Charisma checks against humanoids that don’t 
have the hated condition but he never has disadvantage on Charisma (Intimidation) checks.

High Haitoku. Saionji has disadvantage on Dignity checks and Dignity saving throws, but he ignores the 
first 3 points of damage from attacks and spells. 

Mark of Challenge (1/Long Rest). Saionji may choose to mark a creature when he hits it with a melee 
weapon attack. This mark lasts until the end of Saionji’s next turn, he dies, becomes incapacitated, or 
another creature marks the target. A marked creature has disadvantage on attack rolls targeting  
creatures other than Saionji while it is within 5 feet of him. In addition, Saionji can use a bonus action 
on his turn to make a melee weapon attack with advantage when a marked creature deals damage to 
someone other than him. On a hit, he deals 2 extra damage to the marked creature. Once Saionji has 
made this special mark and used it to hit a creature once, he cannot do so again until he finished a long 
rest.

Saddleborn. Saionji mounts or dismounts a creature with only 5 feet of his movement (not half his 
speed), has advantage when making a saving throw to avoid falling from  
his mount, and lands on his feet when he falls off his mount and falls  
less than 10 feet as long as he’s not incapacitated.

Second Wind (1/Short Rest). On his turn, Saionji can use a bonus action  
to regain 1d10+4 hit points.

ACTIONS
Unarmed. Melee Weapon Attack: +3 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target.  

Hit: 3 (1d4+1) bludgeoning damage.
Katana. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target.  

Hit: 7 (1d10+2) slashing damage. 
Naginata. Melee Weapon Attack: +3 to hit, reach 10 ft.,  

one target. Hit: 7 (1d12+1) slashing damage. This  
attack roll has disadvantage if the target is within  
             5 feet.
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Adeddo-Saionji
Medium undead (oni), chaotic evil
Armor Class 20 (natural armor, tosei gusoku, shield)
Hit Points 26 (4d10+4)
Speed 60 ft. (quadruple jump distances)

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA
13 (+1) 14 (+2) 13 (+1) 4 (–3) 9 (–1) 16 (+3)

Saving Throws Str +3, Con +3, Int –1
Skills Animal Handling +1, Athletics +3,  

Deception +5, Insight +1, Persuasion +5,  
Survival +1

Damage Vulnerabilities radiant
Damage Resistances cold
Damage Immunities necrotic, poison, psychic
Condition Immunities charmed, exhaustion,  

frightened, poisoned
Senses darkvision 120 ft., passive Perception 9  

(can see through fog and mist)
Languages Adeddo
Challenge 4 (1,100 XP)
Action Surge (1/Short Rest). On his turn, Adeddo- 

Saionji can take an additional action on top of his regular  
action and a possible bonus action. 

Feat: Charge. After Adeddo-Saionji uses his action to Dash, so long as he moves 10 feet or more in  
a straight line he can use a bonus action to immediately either shove a creature or make a single  
melee weapon attack. On a hit he either pushes the target up to 10 feet away from him or deals  
+5 extra damage.

Mark of Challenge (1/Long Rest). Adeddo-Saionji may choose to mark a creature when he hits it with 
a melee weapon attack. This mark lasts until the end of Adeddo-Saionji’s next turn, he dies, becomes 
incapacitated, or another creature marks the target. A marked creature has disadvantage on attack rolls  
targeting creatures other than Adeddo-Saionji while it is within 5 feet of him. In addition, Adeddo- 
Saionji can use a bonus action on his turn to make a melee weapon attack with advantage when a 
marked creature deals damage to someone other than him. On a hit, he deals 2 extra damage to the 
marked creature. Once Adeddo-Saionji has made this special mark and used it to hit a creature once, 
he cannot do so again until he finished a long rest.

Regeneration. Adeddo-Saionji regains 4 hit points at the start of its turn if it has at least 1 hit point and 
is not in sunlight.

Second Wind (1/Short Rest). On his turn, Adeddo-Saionji can use a bonus action to regain 1d10+4 hit 
points.

Sunlight Vulnerability. While in sunlight, Adeddo-Saionji has disadvantage on ability checks, attack rolls, 
and saving throws.

ACTIONS
Unarmed. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 4 (1d4+2) magical bludgeoning 

damage.
Katana (one-handed). Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 8 (1d10+3) magical 

slashing damage. 
Katana (two-handed). Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 8 (1d12+2) magical 

slashing damage if wielded in two hands.
Naginata. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 10 ft., one target. Hit: 8 (1d12+2) magical slashing 

damage. This attack roll has disadvantage if the target is within 5 feet.
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Adeddo-Villager
Medium undead (oni), chaotic evil
Armor Class 13 (natural armor)
Hit Points 11 (2d8+2)
Speed 60 ft. (quadruple jump distances)

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA
11 (+0) 12 (+1) 12 (+1) 4 (–3) 10 (+0) 10 (+0)

Saving Throws Int –1
Damage Vulnerabilities radiant
Damage Resistances cold
Damage Immunities necrotic, poison, psychic
Condition Immunities charmed, exhaustion, frightened, poisoned
Senses darkvision 120 ft., passive Perception 9 (can see through  

fog and mist)
Languages Adeddo
Challenge 2 (450 XP)
Regeneration. The adeddo-villager regains 2 hit points at the start of its turn if it has at least 1 hit point 

and is not in sunlight.
Sunlight Vulnerability. While in sunlight, the adeddo-villager has disadvantage on ability checks, attack 

rolls, and saving throws.
ACTIONS
Wakizashi. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target.  

Hit: 5 (1d6+2) magical slashing damage.
Light Crossbow. Ranged Weapon Attack: +3 to hit, range 80 ft./320 ft., one target.  

Hit: 5 (1d8+1) piercing damage.
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While each prefecture of the realm is unique from each other some dangers plague all of Soburin. 
Chaotic oni, Imperial Dragons, and rogue Kengen generals each pose a great threat to the clans but 
nothing menaces the continent like the Mists of Akuma. The corrupting fog is remembered through 
whispered myths from the ancient past (before even the Ichizoku Wars) and it has returned once 
more to terrify the populace, sowing chaos across the land. Since their reappearance demons and oni 
have been growing more common, but worse than that is what happens to men or beasts who find 
themselves exposed to the cursed haze for too long—changing into horrific monsters intent only on 
bloodlust and violence.
 Exposure to the Mists of Akuma twists all it touches even before spurring transformation, 
leading to a special conditioncalled misted. A creature inside a square occupied by the Mists of Akuma 
makes a Dignity saving throw (DC 8 + 1 per previous save in the last minute) at the end of each minute 
or accrues 1 point of Haitoku. This does not reduce a creatures's Dignity score and can increase a 
creature’s Haitoku above 20.

New Condition: Hated
You have disadvantage on Wisdom and Charisma checks against any humanoid that 
doesn’t also have the hated condition but you never have disadvantage on Charisma 
(Intimidation) or Haitoku (Intimidation) checks.

New Condition: Misted
Misted is measured in eight levels. An effect can give a creature one or more levels of 
misted, as specified in the effect’s description. Creatures always have a minimum number 
of levels of misted condition equal to their Haitoku modifier. Kami, oni, and tsukumogami 
are immune to the misted condition.

Table: MisTed effecTs

Level Effect
1 Mild auditory effect
2 Mild visual effect
3 Speed +10 feet during combat; Disadvantage on Dignity ability checks
4 Severe auditory effect
5 Severe visual effect

6 Visible physical mutation,  +1 to two ability scores, –1 to one ability score; 
Disadvantage on Dignity saving throws and you gain the hated condition

7 Ignore the first 3 points of damage from each attack or spell
8 Death and transformation into adeddo-oni

These effects are not constant, but they are frequent and obvious when they occur. 
Your effects should be unique to your character, but here are some examples:

Mild Auditory Effect. A disembodied voice repeats everything you say in a barely  
audible whisper.

Mild Visual Effect. Your hands and feet smolder with red energy during your katas,  
in battle or out.

Severe Auditory Effect. Whenever you draw your weapon a clap of thunder echoes 
around you.

Severe Visual Effect. Whenever your ire is raised even slightly your image stretches 
and distorts to make you appear larger and more demonic than you are.

Additional examples are listed in the Misted Effects tables on page 7.

The MisTs of AkuMA
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When do the mists of akuma & adeddo-oni appear?
The Mists of Akuma and the ravenous undead roaming within the fell haze arrive and depart whenever 
the GM decides. They are a narrative tool to reinforce the desperation across Soburin and to tax the 
resources of both the party and the people of the countryside. 

Adeddo-Oni Template (CR +2)
The Mists of Akuma change people (page 13), transforming them into abominations with malevolent 
dead hearts that beat with a thirst for blood. Some scholars believe that the jabbering of adeddo-oni 
is more than the nonsensical chatter it sounds like and that despite their apparent mindlessness, the 
undead possess some level of intelligence. Military commanders agree with this assessment, convinced 
that the preternatural battlefield acumen shown by hordes of the creatures is a sign of a commanding 
presence among the adeddo-oni (and ancient legends tell of truly brilliant specimens though these have 
not been seen for centuries).         

 Giants, monstrosities, and any creature type other than beast or undead can become 
adeddo-oni. An adeddo-oni keeps its statistics, except as follows.
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Adeddo-Oni Hunchling
Small undead (oni), chaotic evil
Armor Class 14 (natural armor) 
Hit Points 7 (2d6)
Speed 50 ft. (quadruple all jump distances)

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA
8 (–1) 14 (+2) 10 (+0) 4 (–3) 8 (–1) 8 (–1)

Saving Throws Int –1
Skills Stealth +6
Damage Vulnerabilities radiant
Damage Resistances cold
Damage Immunities necrotic, poison, psychic
Condition Immunities charmed, exhaustion, 

frightened, poisoned
Senses darkvision 120 ft., passive Perception 9 

(sees through fog or mist)
Languages Adeddo
Challenge 2 (450+50 XP)
Nimble Escape. The adeddo-oni hunchling can 

take the Disengage or Hide action as a bonus 
action on each of its turns.

Regeneration. The adeddo-oni hunchling  
regains 2 hit points at the start of its turn if it 
has at least 1 hit point and is not in sunlight.

ACTIONS
Hammer. Melee Weapon Attack: +2 to hit,  

reach 5 ft.,  
one target.  
Hit: 3 (1d6)  
magical  
bludgeoning  
damage.

Adeddo-Oni Ninja
Medium undead (oni), chaotic evil
Armor Class 16 (leather, natural)
Hit Points 27 (6d8)
Speed 60 ft. (quadruple all jump distances)

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA
10 (+0) 15 (+2) 10 (+0) 4 (–3) 14 (+2) 16 (+3)

Saving Throws Int –1
Skills Deception +5, Perception +6, Stealth +4
Damage Vulnerabilities radiant
Damage Resistances cold
Damage Immunities necrotic, poison, psychic
Condition Immunities charmed, exhaustion,  

frightened, poisoned
Senses darkvision 120 ft., passive Perception 16

(sees through fog or mist)
Languages Adeddo
Challenge 3 (700 XP)
Cunning Action (1/Turn). On its turn, the adeddo- 

oni ninja can take the Dash, Disengage, or Hide  
action as a bonus action.

Regeneration. The adeddo-oni ninja regains 3 hit 
points at the start of its turn if it has at least 1 hit 
point and is not in sunlight.

Sneak Attack (1/Turn). The adeddo-oni ninja deals 
an extra 7 (2d6) damage when it hits a target with a 
weapon attack and has advantage on the attack roll, 
or when the target is within 5 feet of an ally of the 
adeddo-oni ninja that isn’t incapacitated and the 
adeddo-oni ninja doesn’t have disadvantage on the 
attack roll.

ACTIONS
Ninja-To. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft.,  

 one target. Hit: 6 (1d6+3) magical slashing damage.
 Shuriken. Ranged Weapon Attack:  

+5|+5 to hit, range 20/60 ft., one target.  
    Hit: 3 magical slashing damage.

Vulnerabilities. Adeddo-oni are vulnerable to  
radiant damage and while in sunlight they are  
at disadvantage on all ability checks, attack rolls,  
and saving throws. 

Senses. Adeddo-oni gain darkvision 120 ft. and  
can see through mists and fog without difficulty. 

Languages. Adeddo-oni speak and understand 
Adeddo (a simple and instinctual language).

Magical Attacks. Adeddo-oni weapon attacks are 
magical and they gain a +1 bonus on melee attack 
rolls and melee damage rolls made with natural 
weapons and unarmed strikes.

Regeneration. Adeddo-oni regain a number of hit 
points at the start of their turn equal to their CR if 
they have at least 1 hit point and are not in sunlight.

Challenge Rating. Adeddo-oni increase their CR by 
2 (if necessary, recalculate proficiency bonus).

Alignment. Adeddo-oni are chaotic evil.
Type. The adeddo-oni’s type changes to undead (oni).
Armor Class. Adeddo-oni gain a natural armor of 2.
Speed. Adeddo-oni increase all of their movement 

speeds by 30 feet and quadruple jump distances.
Intelligence. Almost all adeddo-oni lose most of 

their memories and sense of self. An adeddo- 
oni’s Intelligence score changes to 4 and it 
gains proficiency in Intelligence saving throws.

Resistances. Adeddo-oni gain resistance to cold 
damage.

Damage Immunities. Adeddo-oni gain  
immunity to necrotic, poison, and psychic 
damage.

Condition Immunities. Adeddo-oni gain 
immunity to the charmed, exhaustion,  
frightened, and poisoned conditions.
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Adeddo-Oni Samurai
Medium undead (oni), chaotic evil
Armor Class 20 (natural armor, o-yoroi)
Hit Points 52 (8d8+16)
Speed 50 ft. (quadruple all jump distances)

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA
17 (+3) 11 (+0) 14 (+2) 4 (–3) 11 (+0) 15 (+2)

Saving Throws Int +0
Damage Vulnerabilities radiant
Damage Resistances cold
Damage Immunities necrotic, poison, psychic
Condition Immunities charmed, exhaustion,  

frightened, poisoned
Senses darkvision 120 ft., passive Perception 10 

(sees through fog or mist)
Languages Adeddo
Challenge 5 (1,800 XP)
Regeneration. The adeddo-oni samurai regains  

5 hit points at the start of its turn if it has at least  
1 hit point and is not in sunlight.

ACTIONS
Multiattack. The adeddo-oni samurai makes two 

melee attacks.
Katana. Melee Weapon Attack: +7 to hit, reach 5 ft.,  

one target. Hit: 10 (1d12+4) magical slashing  
damage.

Heavy Crossbow. Ranged Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, 
range 100/400 ft., one target. Hit: 6 (1d10+1)  
magical piercing damage.

REACTIONS
Parry. The adeddo-oni samurai adds 2 to its AC 

against one melee attack that would hit it. To do 
so, the adeddo-oni samurai must see the attacker 
and be wielding a melee weapon.

Adeddo-Oni Mage
Medium undead (oni), chaotic evil
Armor Class 14 (natural armor)
Hit Points 40 (9d8)
Speed 60 ft. (quadruple all jump distances)

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA
9 (–1) 14 (+2) 11 (+0) 4 (–3) 12 (+1) 17 (+3)

Saving Throws Int +0, Wis +4
Skills Arcana +0, History +0
Damage Vulnerabilities radiant
Damage Resistances cold
Damage Immunities necrotic, poison, psychic
Condition Immunities charmed, exhaustion, 

frightened, poisoned
Senses darkvision 120 ft., passive Perception 11

(sees through fog or mist)
Languages Adeddo
Challenge 8 (3,900 XP)
Regeneration. The adeddo-oni mage regains  

5 hit points at the start of its turn if it has at  
least 1 hit point and is not in sunlight.

Spellcasting. The adeddo-oni mage is a 9th-level  
spellcaster. Its spellcasting ability is Charisma 
(spell save DC 14, +6 to hit with spell attacks). 
The adeddo-oni mage has the following sorcerer 
spells prepared:

Cantrips: fire bolt, frostbite, mage hand, 
  prestidigitation
1st level (4 slots): mage armor, 
  magic missile, shield, sleep
2nd level (3 slots): misty step, suggestion
3rd level (3 slots): counterspell, fireball, fly
4th level (3 slots): greater invisibility, 
  ice storm
5th level (2 slots): cone of cold

ACTIONS
Dagger. Melee or Ranged Weapon  

Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one  
target. Hit: 4 (1d4+2) magical  
piercing damage.

Adeddo-oni samurai and adeddo-oni 
mages are the lackeys of potent and 

powerful necromancers or other workers of
dark magic. When placed under the control 

  of one of these masterful spellcasters, the 
  creatures can develop a simple intellect that make 
them far better servants. They have been known to
set up ambushes, trap unsuspecting adventurers, 

kidnap specific individuals, and even help prepare fell 
rituals that are far more complicated than they should 
be able to comprehend.
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In the lands of Soburin few people are truly honorable—most of those who claim to be hide their 
duplicitous ways behind hearsay, rumor, and the appearance of nobility. When playing in a game set in 
Mists of Akuma, two new ability scores come into play that are emblematic of the struggle against the 
overwhelming nature of the world that grinds down all the living souls within it: Dignity and Haitoku. 
These abilities function just like any other ability score, with the exceptions detailed below.
 Characters begin with a Dignity score of 10 and Haitoku score of 10. Some backgrounds may 
decrease or increase a character’s Dignity and Haitoku, and at the GM’s discretion a PC may choose to 
have a starting Haitoku score of up to 15. Unlike normal, these attributes are not limited to a score 
between 1 and 20, and are directly related to one another. After character creation most increases to 
Dignity reduce a character’s Haitoku by the same amount, and most increases to Haitoku reduce a 
character’s Dignity by the same amount (though the GM is not bound to this rule and may increase 
either attribute as they see fit). A character with a feat that has Dignity or Haitoku as a prerequisite does 
not lose the feat even if their attribute drops below the prerequisite.
 When a Dignity or Haitoku check or saving throw is needed for a monster that does not have 
these attributes, substitute Charisma for Dignity and Wisdom for Haitoku.

NEW ABILITY SCORES

Dignity
Dignity isn’t an actual measure of a character’s 
devotion to a set of principles or how virtuous
they might be—it is an indicator of how well they 
carry their dutiful nature (if they have one) and 
how honorable others perceive them to be. The 
reputation of a character with a high Dignity 
carries weight and garners them recognition, 
both generally and with bengoshi or among other 
characters with high Dignity.
 Dignity can be raised through normal 
ability score increases without lowering a 
character’s Haitoku (and when increased this 
way, gains double the normal bonus). Otherwise, 
the GM can choose to increase Dignity (lowering 
Haitoku) based on how a character acts (although 
they are not required to do so every time 
Dignity increases). At the end of a gaming 
session if a character was seen defending the 
law, protecting against wanton malice, or has 
otherwise distinguished themselves (such as 
finishing a mission for a bengoshi), the GM can 
increase the character’s Dignity (assuming of 
course that at least one 
witness survived to 
spread the word).

Dignity Checks. Dignity checks can be used  
much like Charisma, when how honorable a  
character is plays an impact on a social situation.
 The GM might also call for a Dignity check 
in the following instances: 
• A character is unsure on how to act honorably 

and must respond quickly.
• A character is surrendering but attempting to 

retain the respect of their allies and enemies.
• A character wants to know another character’s 

Dignity score (DC 10 – character’s Dignity  
modifier).

• A character wishes to utilize the appropriate  
etiquette in a social situation that is complex  
or tense.

• A character wants to influence another  
character through their social standing.

• A character wants to acquire travel papers  
from a torii gate when they would not normally 
be able to.

Dignity Saving Throws. Dignity saving throws  
are used against Haitoku-driven abilities and  
when a character is attempting not to dishonor 
themselves. The GM might also call for a Dignity 
saving throw in the following instances:
• A character is about to breach etiquette.
• A character replies to an enemy’s insults or  

provocations in turn, dishonoring themselves.
• A character is about to be fooled by an  

enemy’s ploy to breach their honor.
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Haitoku
Haitoku means “fall from virtue” and represents a character’s gradual embrace of the dark methods, 
immoral ethics, and fel powers that have encroached upon and consumed Soburin (and everyone 
within). Characters with a high Haitoku score do whatever is necessary to achieve their goals—
endangering children and the infirm, sacrificing the lives of others, committing a settlement to bloody 
reprisal from a rival town, or even dooming a region by disrupting a powerful relic for their own gain—
and it taints their soul. This severe disposition can be recognized by others who share a willingness to be 
cutthroat, and some truly embody their depravity to unlock powerful abilities beyond the ken of mortal 
men.
 Haitoku can be raised through normal ability score increases without lowering a character’s 
Dignity (and when increased this way, gains double the normal bonus). Otherwise the GM can choose 
to increase Haitoku (lowering Dignity) based on how a character acts (although they are not required to 
do so every time Haitoku increases). At the end of a gaming session if a character was seen breaking the 
law, engaging in wanton violence, or has otherwise committed an immoral act, the GM can increase the 
character’s Haitoku.
 Finally, a character always has a number of levels of the misted condition (page 13) equal to their 
Haitoku modifier.

Haitoku Checks. Haitoku checks can be used much like Wisdom, when how despicable a character is 
plays an impact on a social situation. Generally if the Intimidate skill is applicable, Haitoku may be used 
with it.
 The GM might also call for a Haitoku check in the following instances: 

• A character is unsure of whether they are going to endanger others with their direct actions.
• A character wants to know another character’s Haitoku score (DC 20 – character’s Haitoku modifier).
• A character wishes to unlock the secrets of a powerful item, activating it with the implacable and 

unending perseverance of their spirit.
• A character wants to influence another character by revealing how depraved they are willing to be 

and that no consequence or measure can stop them.

Haitoku Saving Throws. Haitoku saving throws are used against 
Dignity-driven abilities or when a character pushes their body and 
mind beyond their limitations. 
 The GM might also call for a Haitoku saving throw in the 
following instances:

• A character can resist death by dipping into their deepest  
reserves of unyielding resolve. As a reaction, a character can  
attempt a Haitoku saving throw (DC equal to the damage 
from the last attack). On a successful save, the character 
regains 1 hit point and a level of the exhausted condition. 
They may activate this ability even while unconscious (and  
   before they make a Death Save). A character may resist  
      death a number of times equal to their Haitoku modifier 
      (minimum 1). Uses of this ability recharge after a long  
      rest and when they do the character gains a point of  
      Haitoku.

• A character encounters a truly unnatural horror that 
would shatter the mind of a less resolute being. When 
an effect would cause insanity (such as the symbol spell 
or to resist madness) a character may make a Haitoku 
saving throw in place of a Wisdom or Charisma saving 
throw. They may make this Haitoku saving throw with 
advantage by gaining a level of the exhausted condition.

• A character breathes the Mists of Akuma.
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Adventurers in Soburin are unique from those on other worlds but none stand out more than Ayakashi 
the tsukumogami. Once a humble theater mask, the mystical energies of the Mists of Akuma transformed 
the noh theater mask into a well-meaning monster trying to make sense of the corrupted and crumbling 
world around it. With long lasting memories of innumerable performances it naturally took to the role of 
the bard, drawing out magic from the plucked notes of a shamisen or the whistling of a nohkan (usually 
via the hands of a possessed humanoid). Though Ayakashi is ever wary of a former host’s vengeance, the 
curious and good-natured creature need look no further than Sanbaoshi to find its destiny intertwined 
with one of the greatest threats against its kind!

Performer extraordinaire

History
A century of performances as one of Sutoresu Acting Company’s most cherished noh theater masks begat 
Ayakashi in the town of Majisei. Even before the isolationist walls of Shinko Prefecture cut it off from the 
rest of Soburin the bear clan’s lands were never an easy place for theaters to stay in operation, but what 
set the Sutoresu apart was its wide collection of masks, none more beloved than the oldest. As the high 
wooden ramparts of the settlement were being raised by enslaved tanuki the Mists of Akuma flooded its 
dirt streets with ravenous undead in tow, yet just when it seemed as if Majisei’s final fate was to be written 
in gore a miracle emerged from the town’s theater to single-handedly beat back the murderous invasion. 
 The adeddo-oni that slaughtered all of the Sutoresu Acting Company had curiously taken the 
prized mask clutched in the bloody hands of one of its victims. Perhaps in life the samurai had also taken 
to acting and was drawn to the theater, or maybe the spirits of its victims guided its hands, but when 
it placed the mask on its face the Mists of Akuma cleared from the settlement and flowed into the 
building to transform the prop into a tsukumogami. With the monster under its control and the crowd 
clearly not enjoying the violent show being performed outside, Ayakashi’s stepped onto the stage as a 
hero and felled the undead attackers until peace could be restored. Though frightening to behold none 
could deny their strange savior its due and it was allowed to remain in Majisei, running one-person shows 
for the few people alive to watch them. It delighted in bringing happiness to the handful of children left in 
the town and learned how to use magic through the beauty of a well-sung song or chilling performance.
 In less than a year tragedy struck. Adventurers wandering through Majisei came across Ayakashi 
and saw nothing but the adeddo-oni behind the mask, destroying the tsukumogami’s host before 
townsfolk could intervene. When the folly was explained the umibo monk among the group—believing 
their collective consciousness would not be troubled by another mind, particularly one as affable as the 
strange actor—offered themselves to be possessed in lieu of the slain monster. The reality was much 
different and the instant Ayakashi attached itself to their watery form, all of the psionic waterfolk’s 
ancestry suddenly found themselves inside of a theater, crowded into seats and made to watch as the 
tsukumogami enacted a noh play with the monk as the star.
 Used to the calming mental waters of the umibo’s mind their pooled consciousness bristled at the 
bizarre confinement, a far different experience for Ayakashi than the void of the zombie samurai’s psyche 
(its first unwilling host, something it disliked immensely). The tsukumogami parted ways with the monk in 
Kizuato Prefecture and returned to the props shop where it was carved in hopes of discovering kin. None 
were to be found but when a thief came into the building and foolishly placed Ayakashi on his face, a 
bargain was quickly struck and it found a new ‘companion’ to travel with in the vagabond Tanaka. 
Together the two have played through many plots similar to those the tsukumogami knew on stage—a 
bit of piracy on the high seas, acquiring gambling debts in Kyōfū, gaining fame for a few roles portrayed 
in the theaters of Kasbiko, and completing a handful of missions for bengoshi—but eventually each time 
the constant presence of the mask on his person has brought suspicion that ends their shows. Recently 
the tsukumogami garnered the notice of Tanaka’s former thieves’ guild and together they’ve escaped 

Sanbaoshi, using the crowded metropolis to hide from pursuit as Ayakashi decides on what to 
do now that the thief has become restless with their alliance.

Ayakashi

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tsukumogami
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Roleplaying Notes
To Ayakashi—quite literally born on the stage—all of life is one 
grand performance. The tsukumogami is helpful, polite, and 
affable largely because it adores both its fellow actors and the 
ever-changing audience. Even though it is versed in Soburi 
culture, Ayakashi is continually fascinated by civilization’s 
customs, curious still as to what makes humanity and 
the other races act as they do. As a superlatively 
trained thespian the actor is obviously talented at 
deception but considers it that to be a tool 
best used wisely and is good to its word, 
always following through when it promises 
to do something. The tsukumogami hopes to 
find others like it (to better understand 
its purpose and nature) and seeks to be 
accepted by society for who it is, but 
more than anything else it wants to 
become a nightly performer in the 
Yōhei Ward of Sanbaoshi at the famous 
Nomimonogo Theater. Up until now 
Ayakashi has instead prowled the Low 
Quarters playhouses, picking up bit 
parts and becoming a fan of a few up-
and-comers (the actresses Aguni Fumie 
and Kagiyama Otsune, and the actors 
Amachi Kaemon and Sugano Tokimasa) that 
find it disturbing, although not so much so 
that they’re ready to reject the eccentric 
admirer. It has also befriended the Menjo-
Sareta and Kōseki Noaru street urchin gangs, 
regaling them with stories some nights 
that put them to rest before they can get 
into any trouble. Ayakashi has an irresistible 
flair for the dramatic and often chooses plans 
with that in mind more than anything else, but 
its most difficult obstacle is inescapable: it must 
hide that it is tsukumogami if it is ever to be 
truly accepted or earn fame enough to 
overcome society’s fear (and tsukumogami 
hunters are always on the prowl).

Equipment
You have the same equipment as the 
humanoid you are possessing. At the GM’s discretion 
instead of using Tanaka (a Bandit), you may not be 
possessing anyone when the campaign begins or roll 1d6 
to randomly determine your host: 1—Commoner, 2—Bandit, 
3—Cultist, 4—Guard, 5—Scout, 6—Thug.

https://www.dndbeyond.com/monsters/bandit
https://www.dndbeyond.com/monsters/commoner
https://www.dndbeyond.com/monsters/bandit
https://www.dndbeyond.com/monsters/cultist
https://www.dndbeyond.com/monsters/guard
https://www.dndbeyond.com/monsters/scout
https://www.dndbeyond.com/monsters/thug
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Special Features & Background
Background: Tsukumogami. You may hide your features to appear as a mundane noh theater mask. 

Noticing you are hidden this way requires a Wisdom (Perception) check against DC 16 + your level.
Possession. By spending an action, you can attempt to possess any adeddo-oni or humanoid that you 

have grappled (creatures warded by a protection from evil and good or magic circle spell can’t be  
possessed). Only humanoids with a CR no greater than your level + 1 can be possessed. The target 
must make a Charisma saving throw (DC 8 + your proficiency bonus + your Charisma modifier).  
On a failure, you take control of the target’s body. On a success, the target resists your efforts to  
possess it, and you can’t attempt to possess it again for 24 hours. 
 Once you possess a creature’s body, you control it until it dies, you choose to stop possessing  
it, you go unconscious, or you lose physical contact. At the GM’s discretion, exceptionally resistant  
creatures (like tsukumogami hunters) can sometimes  
regain control long enough to rip you off of them  
during moments of crisis or extreme stress. 
 Your game statistics are replaced by the  
statistics of the creature, except that you retain  
the following: your alignment, your Intelligence,  
Wisdom, and Charisma scores,  
your proficiencies, and your  
class features. If the target  
has any class features, you are  
unable to use them. Meanwhile,  
the possessed creature’s soul can  
perceive using its own senses,  
but it can’t move or take actions  
at all and experiences reality as if  
watching a noh play in a theater. When  
a creature you are possessing is the target of a  
critical hit, roll 1d4. On a 4 your face takes the hit  
and you lose hit points (instead of the creature you  
are possessing). 

Shared Lifeforce. You can share your hit points  
with a creature you have possessed and vice  
versa. By spending your reaction you transfer  
a number of hit points to the possessed creature  
equal to or less than your Constitution score.  
When taking a short rest you may heal only by  
using your hit dice, not a possessed creature’s hit dice.

Character NOTES
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Ayakashi (3rd level)
Tiny construct (tsukumogami), neutral good bard (lore) 3
Armor Class 14 (natural armor)
Hit Points 21 (3d8+3)
Speed 20 ft., fly 40 ft.

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA Dignity Haitoku
5 (–3) 16 (+3) 12 (+1) 12 (+1) 10 (+0) 16 (+3) 13 (+1) 8 (–1)

Saving Throws Dex +5, Cha +5	 	 	 	 Proficiency	+2
Skills Culture +3, Deception +7, Insight +2, Perception +2, Performance +5, Persuasion +7
Tools hyōshigi, nohkan, shamisen
Senses passive Perception 12
Languages Soburi
Bardic Inspiration (3d6/Long Rest). You can inspire others through  

stirring words or music. To do so, you use a bonus action on your  
turn to choose one creature other than yourself within 60 feet of  
you who can hear you. That creature gains one Bardic Inspiration  
die (a d6). Once within the next 10 minutes, the creature can roll  
the die and add the number rolled to one ability check, attack  
roll, or saving throw it makes. The creature can wait until after it  
rolls the d20 before deciding to use the Bardic Inspiration die,  
but must decide before the GM says whether the roll succeeds  
or fails. Once the Bardic Inspiration die is rolled, it is lost.  
A creature can have only one Bardic Inspiration die at a time.

Cutting Words. When a creature that you can see within 60 feet  
of you makes an attack roll, an ability check, or a damage roll,  
you can use your reaction to expend one of your uses of Bardic  
Inspiration, rolling a Bardic Inspiration die and subtracting the  
number rolled from the creature’s roll. You can choose to use this  
feature after the creature makes its roll, but before the GM determines  
whether the attack roll or ability check succeeds or fails, or before the creature  
deals its damage. The creature is immune if it can’t hear you or if it’s immune to being charmed

Expertise. Your proficiency bonus is doubled for any ability check you make that uses either Deception 
or Persuasion (included above).

Jack of All Trades. You can add half your proficiency bonus (+1) to any ability check you make that 
doesn’t already include your proficiency bonus.

Song of Rest. If you or any friendly creatures who can hear you perform during a short rest and regain 
hit points by spending one or more Hit Dice, each of those creatures regains an extra 1d6 hit points.

Spellcasting. You are a 3rd level spellcaster that uses Charisma as your spellcasting ability (spell save  
DC 13; +5 to hit with spell attacks). You know the following spells from the bard’s spell list:

Cantrips: minor illusion, vicious mockery
1st-level (4 slots): charm person, cure wounds, disguise self, sleep, thunderwave
2nd-level (2 slots): invisibility

ACTIONS
Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 1 piercing damage.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Traditionalist shinobi clans are certainly fewer in number than when the ceramians first invaded but 
Kanden was the ninja to break the mold—the first necroji to be employed by Soburin’s native saboteurs 
and spies. What was once a blasphemy is now a common practice but Kanden has been haunted by this 
for centuries, both by way of assassins on the Material Plane and the vengeful ghosts of his past. The 
cunning necroji ninja has survived it all however and uses the spirits that claw after him to his advantage, 
utilizing skills honed over the decades to travel where lesser infiltrators might falter. Kanden’s journey in 
Sanbaoshi will bring his path to a figure reviled by the ancestral poltergeists pestering him, possibly an 
opportunity to free the undead shinobi of their otherworldly burden!

History
Over three hundred years ago scouts from the Jitsuri-Teki shinobi clan came across the inert body of 
a skeleton laced with strange machinery totally unlike anything they had seen before—a necroji from 
Ropaeo, This was long before the Kengen Occupation began and unsure of what to do with their 
discovery, the clan’s ninja master had the technological abomination secreted away beneath their most 
isolated and defensible fortress. Kanden remained there for decades, inert and deactivated from the 
tumultuous circumstances that brought him to Soburin until Nakai became the master of the Jitsuri-Teki 
following the initial wave of foreign invaders. Ever keen to the clan’s secret discovery he engineered the 
kidnapping of a Ceramian scientist named Luke Pennswerth to repair Kanden though upon awakening, 
the necroji killed his reanimator in anger and escaped confinement. 
 Even barely functioning and disoriented Kanden realized quickly that all who saw him had 
violent intentions and after only a few days of exploring, with nowhere else to go he returned to the 
Jitsuri-Teki. Master Nakai was furious but spared the necroji from destruction, enacting instead a 
punishment century-long service to the clan—the first of the mechanized undead to be trained in the 
ways of ninjutsu. Kanden proved to be a powerful and invasive tool of the shinobi clan and achieved 
feats a mere soburi would never have had a chance at succeeding, each more difficult than the last. 
Though brilliant and talented Pennswerth was only an expert in Ceramian technology (not the strange 
necro-science of Ropaeo) and his repairs were imperfect, so it was that upon Kanden’s return from each 
increasingly difficult mission that Master Nakai had a better-fitting replacement for his shoddily rebuilt 
body. 
 As a ninja Kanden dwelled in the shadows of Soburin and his existence remained a secret for 
decades, but near the eve of his indentured servitude rival clans learned of the undead abomination 
being used by the Jitsuri-Teki. Great ire arose among them and the shinobi banded together as one, 
descending onto the enclaves of Kanden’s minders in massive numbers and wiping them from the face 
of the world. The necroji—ever a survivor—escaped alongside a rare few others, yet there would be 
no resurrection of the Jitsuri-Teki. Instead the spirits of the destroyed clan remain to haunt Kanden, 
some helping him from a place of respect and love while others seek to guide him into destruction as 
vengeance for the slaughter of their kin. 
 It has been almost a century since the catastrophe and the necroji ninja has wandered far and 
wide in a journey of self-discovery since the end of the Jitsuri-Teki, visiting the mortuaries, graves, 
and places where his ancestors died in search of his own fragmented past. Of the scant descendants 
remaining the task of hunting him down and killing him has hounded at Kanden alongside the ghosts 
of his past, both the spirits of soldiers from his forgotten homeland and the poltergeists of slain ninja. 
All of their attempts have failed and he’s truly become the last of the Jitsuri-Teki, and while he does not 
know it, he is destined to play yet another fateful role in the history of Soburin.

Last shinobi of the Jitsuri-teki
Kanden
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Roleplaying Notes
Kanden’s family died on the other side of the world nearly half a millennia ago and the shinobi clan that 
adopted him only exist as spirits to haunt him. Despite countless attempts by many of these ghosts to 
lead him to destruction the necroji still has respect and affection for the Jitsuri-Teki, hoping to one day 
atone for the slaughter of the clan and know a semblance of peace before the mysterious necroscience 
animating his form finally deteriorates. Decades of isolation, the 
deaths of his fellow shinobi, and the murder of anyone allied to 
him in the years after the massacre have turned Kanden into a 
loner and he is reticent to completely trust new companions. 
Bengoshi are of course familiar with him and whenever the 
necroji ninja is found orders come pouring in so he is constantly 
in disguise, dwelling in the shadows and avoiding notice, and 
even when he is made to work in tandem with others he tends 
to remain aloof until comrades have proven themselves 
useful (and Kanden is aware of his limitations, placing 
great value on those who can utilize magic). After 
earning his trust the undead shinobi is unfailingly 
loyal and even slightly jovial, frequently making 
morbid jokes at inopportune times or playing 
friendly pranks by way of his exceptional sneakiness. 

Equipment
Disguise kit, poisoner’s kit, 15 Imperial Pieces 

Special features 
 & background
Background: Shinobi - Blend In. You are able to 

craft a disguise in 1 minute so long as suitable 
materials are available. Spending an hour or 
more crafting a disguise grants advantage on 
the check. This disguise allows you to blend in 
with your surroundings like camouflage, allowing 
you to hide without cover in a specific 5 foot square  
chosen at the time you create the disguise. You must  
be familiar with the location and have appropriate materials  
on hand (foliage, paint, canvas, etc.) to create this disguise.  
Once created the disguise weighs 5 lbs. and can be donned  
as an action or removed as a bonus action.

Ancestral Ghosts. The spirits of your ancestors (both the Ropaeo  
soldiers you served alongside in life and the slaughtered shinobi  
that accepted you after your reanimation) are ever dwelling  
nearby. Some whisper warnings and advice, but not all—others  
are vengeful and attempt to lead you into harm. Whenever you  
make a Wisdom (Perception) check, roll a die. On an even result  
you roll the check with advantage, and on an odd result you roll  
with disadvantage.

At the GM’s discretion, shinobi or soldier spirits may appear  
to lead you to important clues (25%) or lethal danger (75%).

Old Augmetics. Unlike normal augmetics, your fan no te hand, steam 
arm, steam leg, and telescopic leg each have only 15 hit points and  
an AC equal to your AC +3. The age and wear upon your augmetics  
make them unfit for sale.
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Kanden (3rd Level)
Medium humanoid (necroji), neutral rogue (ninja) 3
Armor Class 15 (studded leather)
Hit Points 23 (3d8+6)
Speed 35 ft. ( jump horizontal +15 ft., jump vertical +10 ft.)

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA Dignity Haitoku
13 (+1) 17 (+3) 14 (+2) 12 (+1) 12 (+1) 10 (+0) 6 (–2) 15 (+2)

Saving Throws Dex +5, Int +3	 	 	 	 Proficiency	+2
Skills Athletics +5, Deception +2, Investigation +3, Perception +3, Sleight of Hand +5, Stealth +7
Tools disguise kit, poisoner’s kit, thieves’ tools
Damage Vulnerabilities radiant
Damage Resistances cold, lightning, necrotic, poison, and piercing
Condition Immunities poisoned
Senses darkvision 60 ft., passive Perception 13
Languages Adeddo, Ceramian, Ropa, Soburi (Common), Thieves’ Cant
Basic Ninjutsu. You can throw three kunai or shuriken when you take the Attack action on your turn and 

you have advantage on checks made to create or maintain a disguise.
Cunning Action (1/Turn). You can spend a bonus action to take the Dash, Disengage, or Hide action.
Expertise. Your proficiency bonus is doubled for any ability check you make that uses either Athletics or 

Stealth (included above).
Fan No Te Hand (2/Long Rest). You can cast gust of wind without the need for material or verbal  

components (use Haitoku as your spellcasting ability) or feather fall (you may only target yourself  
when doing so). 

Hated. You have disadvantage on Wisdom or Charisma checks against any humanoid that doesn’t also 
have the hated condition but you never have disadvantage on Charisma (Intimidation) checks.

Sneak Attack (2d6, 1/Turn). You deal an extra 2d6 damage when you hit a target with a weapon attack 
and have advantage on the attack roll, or when the target is within 5 feet of an ally of yours that isn’t 
incapacitated and you don’t have disadvantage on the attack roll. 

Undead Abomination. You do not need to eat, drink water, or breathe. You still require a resting period 
that emulates sleep in order to recharge your inner workings.

ACTIONS
Fan No Te Hand. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target.  

Hit: 6 (1d6+3) slashing damage. 
Telescopic Steam Leg. Melee Weapon Attack: +3 to hit, reach 10 ft., one target.  

Hit: 4 (1d6+1) bludgeoning damage.
Kunai (6). Ranged Weapon Attack: +5|+5|+5 to hit, range 30/80 ft., one target.  

         Hit: 5 piercing damage.
Shuriken (6). Ranged Weapon Attack: +5|+5|+5 to hit, range 20/50 ft., one target.  

Hit: 4 slashing damage. 
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Lan is many things—shapechanger, thief, tinkerer—but most of all he’s self-confident. Usually this doesn’t 
extend to taking dangerous or stupid risks (although it certainly has) and often manifests instead in the 
telling of incredible, seemingly impossible stories about his past. One of his most common tales is about 
how he became immortal, blessed by drinking Fushi Wine stolen from a Yai Sovereign’s throne room.

Although a liar and a thief, Lan is also a vigilante. He goes out of his way to make trouble for or 
steal from those who hurt others. He has a particular distaste for monsters and oni, tending to start fights 
with them even when the odds are against him—yet his bravado hasn’t always been enough. After one 
too-bold escapade Lan became cursed by an enchanted headband, ultimately leading him to Sanbaoshi 
hoping to find a way to remove the jinxed fabric. In the process he might even learn how to avoid making 
trouble wherever he goes.

History
Dai Lan’s modest history betrays his enigmatic lifestyle. Raised in Donyuko by working class parents, the 
saru hengeyokai helped his family every way he could by taking all sorts of odd jobs to make ends meet. 
He learned from anyone who would teach him—and quickly fell into the wrong side of the law, running 
illegal parts and augmetics. After a few months in the racket the smuggler cultivated a few too many 
enemies, though not before learning more from breeding adversaries than he had in years of struggling 
to make ends meet. 
 Having burned too many bridges at home Dai Lan traveled, discovering the realities of life for 
the people of Soburin—demons stalk the shadows and most people in power are little better than the 
criminals in Donyuko. The saru hengeyokai bounced from prefecture to prefecture challenging everyone 
and everything that was a source of strife, developing both an affinity for the martial arts and a knack for 
getting out of trouble at the last possible second. His talent for causing unrest was tempered by the cool 
head of the human Tang Sanzang and the pair journeyed together for nearly two years before reaching 
Sanbaoshi (where there was no shortage of adventure to be had). In the resplendence of the imperial 
capital Dai Lan bid his friend farewell and adopted a new life: Lan, the tinkerer. Lan, the vigilante. 
Lan, the hero.
 This positive change didn’t last long—heroes make a pittance compared to criminals and life in 
Sanbaoshi isn’t cheap. Lan found himself immediately in debt and quickly returned to running illegal 
augmetics. Now however the monkey folk was experienced. He thrived, expanding from simply moving 
forbidden technology to buying, modifying, and repairing it. Sanbaoshi’s rich and powerful were easy 
marks (for small heists at least) and he earned a tidy fortune all while making life hard for those who 
would grow fat from the work of others. 
 Before long success went to his head and Lan decided that he would garner a proper reputation 
by stealing from the Emperor himself! In the dead of night he snuck into the palace, broke into the 
royal cellars, and drank a half dozen bottles from Emperor Hitoshi’s private reserve before managing 
a miraculous escape—until a mysterious woman faced him down on the walls of the palace. Lan was 
handily defeated but rather than turning him in or killing him, she placed a band of cloth around his 
head and warned that he must temper his foolishness lest it be his end. 
 Soon Lan discovered that the woman lurked nearby whenever he took a needless risk, chanting 
a wordless rhyme that tightens the headband until he can’t focus and the thought of mischief flees his 
mind—and she his sight. Eventually he confronted her but learned little, only that she called herself Guan 
Yin, claimed that she saw Lan’s future, and that her “gift” was for his own good. It’s been several years 
now since he first met his mysterious tormenter and while he hates her still, he knows that as his 
impulsiveness wears away her presence dwindles in turn.

seLf-ProcL aimed i mmortaL

LAN
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Roleplaying Notes
Lan is full of himself but isn’t so cocky that he doesn’t know it—though he’s accomplished incredible 
things he understands that good fortune and skill have played equal parts in his success. Knowing he 
tends to be lucky leads him to take all sorts of stupid risks and so far he hasn’t gotten himself into 
trouble deep enough that he couldn’t get back out. The monkey folk thief has an almost reckless 
disregard for authority but he especially detests oni and people who use fear to force others to do as 
they are told, feeling that only those who can inspire awe should rule, and Lan longs for the day that 
his own story can rouse those who hear it. He gives himself extraordinary titles and makes sure those 
around him know what great feats of daring he is responsible for—for better or worse.
 Only recently has Lan started to actually pay attention to orders and instruction, often griping 
and complaining, but he does his best to actually do as others require of him (albeit often with mixed 
results). Lan has trouble making and keeping friends, both because he thinks very highly of himself and 
his still untempered impulsive nature. He considers that other people should be grateful to be around or 
working with him and only rarely does he consider anyone else to be his equal. The few people that Lan 
is actually close to tend to be troublemakers themselves—a bandit who goes by the name of Horse, and 
a black-market slave trader he calls Pig. He doesn’t respect either of them, but they both admit Lan is as 
impressive as they come which is exactly what Lan wants out of someone.

SPECIAL FEATURES & BACKGROUND
Background: Hisokani. See sidebar.
Guan Yi’s Gift. This unassuming cloth headband is indestructible and firmly attached to your head. The 

entity known as Guan Yin knows a mantra which constricts the band, giving you splitting headaches 
that cause you to have disadvantage on attack rolls and ability checks for 1d4 rounds. Even in monkey 
form the headband stays with you, becoming a faint outline in your fur—and turning you into more 
animal than quick-thinking thief.

Ruyi Jingu Bang, the Clockwork Staff. Lan discovered this curious quarterstaff emerging from the  
center of a lake—after recovering it and discovering its impossible properties it has become his  
weapon of choice. The body of the staff is made of a metal that appears to be iron but proves to be 
harder even than adamantine yet that is among its least incredible qualities. One end of the staff is 
capped by a trio of three-inch metal rings that appear to be made of solid gold but exhibit the similar 
unbreakable nature of the rest of the staff.

As an action, its wielder can command either or both ends of the staff to lengthen or shorten up 
to a total of 10 feet without increasing its weight. This expansion is quick but not fast enough to use  
as part of an attack. If the staff is longer than twice the wielder’s height, any attacks made with the 
weapon are made at disadvantage. So far Dai-Lan has not discovered if there is a limit to the length 
the staff can reach (though it was several hundred feet long when he first found it.) The shortest it can 
shrink is 5 inches, at which  
point it has retracted entirely  
into its handle. 

In addition, as an action  
the bearer of Ruyi Jingu Bang  
can command the staff shrink  
to the size of a pin or back.  
It always weighs 3 pounds  
and when wielded by you, it  
has the finesse and light  
properties (even when  
wielded in two hands).

Equipment
Explorer’s pack, tinker’s  
  tools, Ruyi Jingu Bang

Character Background: Hisokani
There is a great fear of machinery in Soburin for the Mists of Akuma can 
transform even relatively new devices into monstrous tsukumogami. Each of 
the prefectures have banned certain technologies yet desperation has driven 
many to seek them out regardless, and there is no shortage of individuals 
like yourself—willing to skirt the law as long as the coin is good.
 When you take this background your Dignity decreases by 2d4 and 
your Haitoku increases by 1d4.
Skill	Proficiencies: Deception, Sleight of Hand
Tool	Proficiencies: Augmetics, Tinker’s Tools
Languages: Ceram, Ropa
Equipment: Tinker’s Tools, 35 gp

Feature: Know People
You know the name of at least one ryokōsai in every prefecture. In addition, 
you have advantage when searching for a piece of technology forbidden in a 
prefecture and on ability checks made to bribe guards at torii gates. 
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LAN (3rd Level)
Medium humanoid (saru hengeyokai), chaotic good monk (martial artist) 3
Armor Class 15 (martial arts stance, unarmored defense) 
Hit Points 17 (3d8)
Speed 40 ft., climb 25 ft. 

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA Dignity Haitoku
12 (+1) 16 (+3) 8 (–1) 10 (+0) 13 (+1) 16 (+3) 7 (–2)  11 (+0)

Saving Throws Str +3, Dex +5   	 Proficiency	+2
Skills Acrobatics +5, Deception +5, Insight +3, Sleight of Hand +5
Tools augmetics, tinker’s tools
Senses darkvision 60 ft., passive Perception 11
Languages Soburi (Common)
Acrobatic. You have advantage on Dexterity (Acrobatics) checks and  

double the distance of any jumps you make.
Cursed Nature Form (2/Long Rest). You can transform into a monkey as  

polymorph without the need for components. Unlike the spell you keep your  
mental scores (except that your Intelligence score drops to 6), the ability has  
no duration, your hit points remain unchanged, your gear does not meld  
into your form, and you can still talk but not cast spells. 

Dextrous Tail. You have a tail. You are unable to carry a weapon or shield with  
it, but you are able to use it while climbing and to manipulate fine objects. You  
may make Dexterity (Sleight of Hand) checks with your tail but do not gain your  
proficiency bonus when doing so (even if you are proficient with the skill).

Feat: Stance of the Striking Serpent. You deal an extra 1d4 piercing damage with unarmed strikes, short 
swords, and simple weapons that don’t have the two-handed or heavy weapon properties (this damage 
is not multiplied on a critical hit). 

Ki (3 points/Short Rest). You can spend ki to fuel the following features: 
●	 Patient Defense (1 ki). You can take the Dodge action as a bonus action.
●	 Step of the Wind (1 ki). You can take the Dash or Disengage action as a bonus action on your 

turn, and your jump distance is doubled for the turn.
Natural Disguise (2/Long Rest). You can cast disguise self without the need for any components but you 

can only change into a specific human. 
ACTIONS
Martial Arts. When attacking with unarmed strikes or monk weapons, you can spend your bonus action 

to attack a second time or your bonus action and 1 ki to attack a second and third time.
Ruyi Jingu Bang. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft.*, one target.  

Hit: 7 (1d8+3) bludgeoning damage plus 2 (1d4) piercing damage.
Unarmed Strike. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target.  

Hit: 5 (1d4+3) bludgeoning damage  plus 2 (1d4) piercing damage.
REACTIONS
Deflect	Missile. You can spend your reaction to strike a missile when you are hit by a ranged weapon 

attack, reducing its damage by 8 (1d10+3). If you reduce the damage to 0, you can catch the missile if it 
is small enough for you to hold in one hand and you have at least one hand free. If you catch a missile 
in this way, you can spend 1 ki point to make a ranged attack with the weapon or piece of ammunition 
you just caught as part of the same reaction. You make this attack with proficiency, regardless of your 
weapon proficiencies, and the missile counts as a monk weapon for the attack.
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Fate just seems to keep kicking Matsi Tsunamo whenever she’s down and though she’s often contending 
with misfortune—and avoiding some gambling debts—her luck might soon be in her own pawed hands. 
Known in Sanbaoshi for her razor sharp wit and bold tongue, the tanuki detective is an effective if 
somewhat unreliable private eye for anyone with coin enough to pay her for her time (plus expenses, 
of course). Aside from having built a decent reputation for the Kimyōna Investigation Agency there’s 
another reason that Matsi remains in the imperial capital: unearthing what’s happened to her friend and 
mentor Threh Steelbolt. She’s been chasing after the threads of the mystery surrounding the steametic 
investigator’s disappearance for over a year now and as the Imperial Matchmaker’s celebrations reach 
their crescendo, the tanuki detective is about to stumble into a corrupt plot underneath the metropolis 
far larger than anything she or her robotic ally could ever have imagined!

History
Like so many of her kind Matsi was orphaned—whether her parents are dead, could not support her, 
or did not want her she’ll never know. Her first memories are of the Yasashikunai Home for Children in 
Detchtagi, a city on the northwestern shores of Fuson prefecture. Little of what she can recollect is 
positive however and it wasn’t long before other children (soburi treated much better than her) framed 
her for theft and she was cast out. The tanuki has distrusted humans ever since, certain that when the 
time is right nearly all of them will turn on anyone they once called friend.
 Barely old enough to talk and with little recourse, Matsi thought that since everyone already 
believed her to be a thief, why not become one? There turned out to be a pretty good reason: she was 
just downright bad at it, particularly the escaping part. Several harsh lessons taught the tanuki that she 
was never meant for thievery and in exchange she learned about her other talents like hiding well in a 
crowd, a keen gift for observation, and a knack for occasionally being in the right place at the right time. 
Over the years she figured out who was looking to pay for what, turning into an information broker of 
sorts between the lowest echelons of Sanbaoshi’s criminal underworld (and when the coin was right, an 
informant to the imperial guard). 
 What kept the tanuki on the streets and out of the gutter only had anything to do with her last 
talent, stumbling upon a recently murdered (or so it seemed) samurai traveling through Detchtagi. Little 
of the warrior’s belongings could be taken quickly or easily sold, but a pair of curious dice piqued Matsi’s 
interest and she grabbed them before fleeing out of sight. She thoroughly checked the trinkets to see 
if they were made for cheating and though they always seemed to roll well for her in games of chance, 
nothing else was awry. It wasn’t until she really needed a win that the dice revealed they were something 
more, unleashing illusions In the back alley behind an alchemist’s shop just as it seemed like Matsi’s luck 
had run out. The gang ambushing her fled in fear and the tanuki did the same, taking her apparently 
enchanted find with her and setting her sights on a big city to hide in—what better place than Soburin’s 
largest, Sanbaoshi?
 Matsi didn’t dawdle after arriving in the imperial capital and shortly after setting herself up in a 
role similar to how she operated in Detchtagi, she began crossing paths with a steametic detective named 
Threh Steelbolt. The robot-folk was trying to make a living as an investigator and doing poorly, a plight 
that she sympathized with—the competition and bribes required to broker information in Sanbaoshi were 
far more than she had anticipated—so the two forged an alliance, inadvertently starting the Kimyōna 
Investigation Agency. Other curious outcasts and loners wandering the metropolis gradually joined them, 
and while certainly a motley crew by any standards their varied talents turned their business into a 
respected, trusted institution right up until Threh disappeared along with all its case files. It took 
everything Matsi had in her to keep the Kimyōna up and running after it became clear that her 

mentor wasn’t coming back, and all of its employees have been looking for clues as to 
what happened to old Steelbolt. 

Private eye for hi re
Matsi Tsunamo
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Roleplaying Notes
Life tends to deal Matsi a bad hand yet 
she doesn’t let that keep her down, 
responding with bravado, fast talk, and 
an unwillingness to stop being stubborn 
regardless of how bad her circumstances 
get (a trait often mistaken by others as 
perseverance). It’s extremely difficult 
to gain her trust and after its been 
won she is unfailingly loyal, going 
out of her way to make good on a 
favor and even putting herself in 
harm’s way to prevent something 
terrible befalling a friend. Matsi’s 
friends in Sanbaoshi have shrunk 
in the aftermath of Threh’s 
disappearance but those that 
remain are true—Long-Arm 
One-Eye (an enjin beggar), 
Hinatasa Redstream (pyon 
bargemaster), Shūnenbukai 
Kakuho (kappa street minstrel), 
Wuō Ningyu (a kurēn hengeyokai 
courier), Doctor Azaka Kozu 
(tengu healer), Eri Zuruyi (a 
renowned kumo hengeyokai 
actor), and Nith the Light-
Fingered (bakemono burglar). 
It’s a good thing that she has 
a good network of pals too 
because the tanuki detective 
is an unrepentant gambling 
addict and rarely passes up a 
game of chance; nearly half 
the gambling parlors in the 
imperial capital have already 
barred her from entering and 
she’s lost track of how much 
she owes to loan sharks.

Special Features  
 & Background
Background: Pragmatist - Indomitable Spirit.  

Whenever your Haitoku score increases, you  
receive a Dignity saving throw against a DC equal  
to your current Haitoku score. On a successful  
save you may either avoid increasing your  
Haitoku score or avoid decreasing your Dignity  
score (but not both).
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Kimyōna	Investigation	Agency. You are the head of a cadre of private detectives (including but not  
limited to Long-Arm, Hinatasa, Shūnenbukai, Wuō, and Nith) many of which moonlight with your  
company as a second (or possibly third) job, leaving you to make certain the rent gets paid—and of 
course, you are late with the rent. If you do not pay your landlord at least 50 Imperial Pieces (of  
the 100 gp owed in back rent) the Kimyōna Investigation Agency is evicted from its offices in the  
northeastern neighborhoods of the Mazushīdesu District in Sanbaoshi and you have nowhere to live.  
In addition, Long-Arm, Hinatasa, Shūnenbukai, and Nith grow distant from you. While the Kimyōna  
Investigation Agency is up and running, at the GM’s discretion you may request your employees to 
follow up on cases (finding out some general information that might allow you to re-try a failed  
Intelligence check to realize something more relevant), keep watch over an area (telling you who  
came by and when), or perform other tasks that do not place them in danger.

Table: Magic dice

2d6 Effect
2 conjuration
3 minor illusion
4 silent image
5 major image
6 hypnotic pattern
7 no effect
8 minor illusion
9 silent image
10 major image
11 hypnotic pattern
12 conjuration

Magic Dice (Recharge 2-6). As a bonus action, you roll your magic dice. The GM rolls 2d6 and consults 
Table: Magic Dice. When a 1 is rolled on either die, the effect of the magic dice targets you. Illusions 
targeting you are clever and situational—a bandit turning the corner, a brick falling from a nearby 
building, a sudden explosion of flame—and you have no reason to disbelieve such an illusion until you 
have interacted with it.  
 Conjuration. From 3rd-5th level, the dice cast conjure animals. From 6th-8th level, the dice cast 
conjure minor elementals. From 9th level onward, the dice cast conjure elemental. Creatures conjured  
by the magic dice do not require concentration and remain for a number of rounds equal to your  
proficiency bonus or until slain. 
 No Effect. On a result of 7 the dice have no effect but appear to you and other observers to show 
another result.

Equipment
Weapons (20 arrows, 12 revolver bullets; each costs 3 gp), studded leather armor, magic dice, antitoxin, 
gaming sets (3), thieves’ tools, burglar’s pack, 2 Imperial Pieces, old any-tool (by spending a bonus action, 
you can change the 1d4 weapon damage it deals to one of the following types: bludgeoning, piercing, or 
slashing. The any-tool can be used in place of artisan’s tools.)

http://www.dxcontent.com/SDB5e_SpellBlock.asp?SDBID=124
http://www.dxcontent.com/SDB5e_SpellBlock.asp?SDBID=373
http://www.dxcontent.com/SDB5e_SpellBlock.asp?SDBID=126
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Matsi (3rd Level)
Small humanoid (urban tanuki), neutral rogue (detective) 3
Armor Class 15 (studded leather)
Hit Points 23 (3d8+6)
Speed 30 ft., climb 20 ft. (must have one hand free)

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA Dignity Haitoku
10 (+0) 16 (+3) 14 (+2) 13 (+1) 12 (+1) 10 (+0) 13 (+1) 13 (+1)

Saving Throws Dex +5, Int +3   	 Proficiency	+2
Skills Deception +2, Insight +5, Investigation +5, Perception +5, Sleight of Hand +5, Survival +3
Tools gaming set, thieves’ tools
Damage Vulnerabilities acid
Senses passive Investigation 17, passive Perception 15
Languages Ceramian, Ropa, Soburi (Common), Tanoo
Ancient Talents. You learn the minor illusion cantrip, using Intelligence as your spellcasting attribute.
City Slicker. You have advantage on Dexterity (Stealth) checks made in urban environments.
Cunning Action (1/Turn). You can spend a bonus action to take the Dash, Disengage, or Hide action.
Expertise. Your proficiency bonus is doubled for any ability check you make that uses either Investigation 

(included above) or thieves’ tools.
Investigative Nature (2 points/Short Rest). Your proficiency bonus is doubled for any ability check you 

make that uses Insight or Investigation (included above). You may spend an investigation point as a 
reaction to add +1d4 to a skill check chosen from the following list: Acrobatics, Athletics, Arcana,  
History, Investigation, Nature, or Religion. You may choose to spend an investigation point after the  
die has been rolled but must do so before the results are revealed. 

Sneak Attack (2d6, 1/Turn). You deal an extra 2d6 damage when you hit a target with a weapon  
attack and have advantage on the attack roll, or when the target is within 5 feet of an ally of yours  
that isn’t incapacitated and you don’t have disadvantage on the attack roll. 

Subtle Tail. You have a tail. You are unable to carry a weapon or shield with your tail, nor can you  
manipulate fine objects, but you gain advantage when passing secret messages or otherwise  
communicating using your tail.

ACTIONS
Wakizashi. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target.  

Hit: 6 (1d6+3) slashing damage.
Any-Tool. Melee or Ranged Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft. or range 20/60 ft., one target.  

Hit: 5 (1d4+3) bludgeoning, piercing, or slashing damage.
Beatup Revolver. Ranged Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, range 40/160 ft., one target.  

Hit: 10 (2d6+3) piercing damage. After being fired 6 times the revolver needs to be reloaded.
Hand Crossbow. Ranged Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, range 30/120 ft., one target.  

Hit: 6 (1d6+3) piercing damage.
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Natsuko can well attest that the reward for good work is often simply more work. A kami cleric from a 
long line of priests and priestesses, much would have been expected of her even if she hadn’t become 
the chosen partner of the Hibike family’s patron spirit, Hiba the snake kami. The two travel Soburin 
calming minor gods and restless spirits, driven onward by a combination of the divine companion’s 
ancient wisdom and keen eye and Natsuko’s holy power and stubborn persistence. With the Mists of 
Akuma causing constant spiritual turmoil, the duo’s job is never done—this along with the rarity of 
the Hibike family’s bond with a kami has made Natsuko’s name increasingly common in spiritual and 
academic circles.
 The most recent disturbance that Hiba has detected comes from the area of Sanbaoshi. Here 
the pair will become caught up in the intrigue and danger of the Imperial Matchmaker’s carefully-laid 
plans. Unfortunately no number of living swamps or cursed temple bells has quite prepared them for 
the dangerous dance of diplomacy and duplicity that awaits! 

k a mi s P e a k e r

History
Centuries ago before the Mists of Akuma, a deal was struck between a soburi priestess and a minor snake 
kami. The divine creature merged with her bloodline, shielding her family from the spiritual unrest that it 
felt was coming, and empowering the priestess and her descendants with its holy powers. Many years 
later the priestess’s family shed their old name and took on that of Hibike to honor their serpentine 
patron. The kami too changed over time, adopting human humor and pronouns, and even attempting 
to take a mortal view of empathy and morality. Eventually he became known as Hiba, and was not only 
a source of power and guidance for his human vessels but a loyal companion in his own right.
 Natsuko was borne the oldest daughter of the current Hibike matron, marked as Hiba’s chosen 
through a curling, serpent-shaped birthmark winding around her upper arm. While the kami’s presence 
and powers did not manifest until puberty she started her training as soon as she could walk, following 
her family to the temple to pray. While she took to her studies with both diligence and natural talent, 
the young priestess felt stifled amongst the somber tradition of her household and her status as a future 
kami cleric kept her socially isolated from other children (even her younger siblings). Eventually on her 
11th birthday she bonded with Hiba—suddenly her bright green eyes further separated her from her 
peers, she enjoyed the kami’s company, and the two soon developed a fond, sarcasm-laced friendship.
 When Natsuko completed her priestess training she was gifted her mother’s prayer beads to 
complement her personal set, passed down through their line for generations. With these in hand the 
pair set out almost immediately, guided by Hiba’s spiritual senses detecting both the corruptive influence 
of the Mists of Akuma and the malformed kami that left in its wake so that they might set restless spirits 
to rights. While the snake spirit cannot entirely recall what premonition of disaster drove him to merge 
with a mortal bloodline, he is sure that calming the disharmony rife in Soburin is the key to stopping it. 
Natsuko herself isn’t entirely convinced of this (Hiba’s memory of past centuries being sketchy at best) 
but is more at home on the road than in a temple, and far more comfortable dealing with spirits than 
with people.
 Hiba’s intuition has led the two to Sanbaoshi where he insists that angry ghosts from the Battle 
of Broken Spears are gathering a concentration of negative energy. The crowded city is a far cry from the 
open rice fields and mountain paths that he and Natsuko are used to but there’s without their aid there’s 
no telling what sort of trouble might result in the imperial capital. Taking lodgings near temples in the 
Minato District as a priestess on pilgrimage, Natsuko spends much of her time seemingly in prayer at 
various sites—and all the while Hiba searches for the epicenter of the otherworldly disturbance.

Natsuko Hibike
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Raised to be a priestess since birth and with Hiba as her only 
real friend, Natsuko doesn’t have many people skills, and 
with her retiring manner she can occasionally come across 
as aloof. She is a woman of few words, but those that she 
has are forthright, honest, and unabashedly blunt. However, 
she is an astute judge of character and steadfastly stands 
by those she deems worthy of her and Hiba’s support. 
Devoted to bringing harmony to disorder and protecting 
those in need, the cleric refuses to back down or swerve 
in her path once she has devoted herself to a task or 
cause—often to the more discrete Hiba’s chagrin. 
 Despite her dedication Natsuko is not given 
to taking needless risks. She is well aware of her 
worth both as Hiba’s partner and as a priestess in 
her own right, and recognizes that they can do 
more good alive than dead. She is often the 
most level head in any debate or argument, 
dismissing accusations of cowardice or 
weakness without a second thought in favor 
of focusing on more practical solutions. 
That’s not to say that she’s overly forgiving 
however, and Hiba in particular has a long 
memory for slights.

Special features  
 & Background
Background:	Sēji	-	Scholarly	Experience.	The spirits  

of your ancestors gently nudge you toward the  
answers to your questions about kami. When you  
fail to recollect or discover more about a subject of  
lore related to kami, you know where or whom can  
give you that information (usually from an athenaeum,  
library, institute of higher learning, or another sēji  
or mystical creature). The lengths to which you must  
go to acquire this information and the feasibility  
of doing so is entirely at the GM’s discretion.

Hiba, Ancient Kami. Hiba’s deep connection to your  
ancestors makes it a potent spirit more powerful  
than usual. In addition, it can empower your limbs,  
granting the strength and resilience of the most  
powerful warriors in your family line.

Equipment
Weapons, do-maru jacket, prayer beads (uncommon, 
unattuned), bottle of black ink, quill, 20 sheets of 
paper, priest’s pack, holy symbol, belt pouch 
containing 10 Imperial Pieces (gold)

Roleplaying Notes
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Hiba, Ancient Kami
Medium celestial (kami), neutral good familiar (kami companion)
Armor Class 14
Hit Points 11 (2d8+2)
Speed 30 ft., swim 30 ft., fly 20 ft.

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA
10 (+0) 18 (+4) 13 (+1) 2 (–4) 10 (+0) 3 (–4)

Skills Perception +2
Damage Resistances acid, fire, lightning, thunder; bludgeoning, piercing, and slashing from  

nonmagical weapons
Damage Immunities cold, necrotic, poison
Condition Immunities charmed, exhaustion, frightened, grappled,  

paralyzed, petrified, poisoned, prone, restrained
Senses blindsight 10 ft., passive Perception 12
Languages Soburi (Common)
Challenge — 
Etherealness. Hiba enters the Ethereal Plane from the Material Plane,  

or vice versa. It is visible on the Material Plane while it is in the  
bordering Ethereal, and vice versa, yet it can’t affect or be  
affected by anything on the other plane (other than you). 

Ethereal Sight. Hiba can see 60 feet into  
the Ethereal Plane when it is on the  
Material Plane, and vice versa.

Incorporeal Movement. Hiba can move  
through other creatures and objects  
as if they were difficult terrain.  
It takes 5 (1d10) force damage  
if it ends its turn inside an object. 

ACTIONS
Ancient Kami (1/Short Rest).  

By merging with Natsuko’s body as  
an action, Hiba increases her Strength  
score by 4, increases her AC by an  
amount equal to her proficiency  
bonus, and grants her  
the use of Incorporeal  
Movement. Natsuko and  
Hiba remain merged for 1 minute during which Hiba loses all of its actions. 

Blessed Awareness (6th level only). Hiba can use its action to share a shred of its supernatural senses 
with Natsuko, granting her blindsight to a range of 15 feet until the end of her next turn.

Fortify. Hiba can use its action to activate Natsuko’s Channel Divinity to relieve her of one of the  
following conditions: charmed, frightened, poisoned, or prone.

__________________________________________________ Character NOTES 

__________________________________________________________________________________
 

__________________________________________________________________________________
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Natsuko (3rd Level)
Medium humanoid (soburi human), neutral good cleric (kami) 3
Armor Class 16 (do-maru jacket)
Hit Points 23 (3d8+6)
Speed 30 ft.

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA Dignity Haitoku
10 (+0) 14 (+2) 14 (+2) 10 (+0) 16 (+3) 11 (+0) 16 (+3) 7 (–2)

Saving Throws Wis +5, Cha +2    Proficiency +2
Skills Arcana +2, History +2, Insight +5, Nature +2, Religion +2
Tools herbalism kit, shakuhachi
Senses passive Perception 13
Languages Celestial, Draconic, Soburi (Common), Sylvan
Channel Divinity (1/Short Rest). You can channel divine energy directly through the kami of Soburin, 

using that energy to fuel one of two magical effects.
Fortify. Your kami companion can use its action to activate your Channel Divinity to relieve you of one 

of the following conditions: charmed, frightened, poisoned, or prone.
Turn Undead. As an action, you present your holy symbol and speak a prayer censuring the undead. 

Each undead within 30 feet that can see or hear you must make a DC 13 Wisdom saving throw. If 
the creature fails its saving throw, it is turned for 1 minute or until it takes any damage. A turned 
creature must spend its turns trying to move as far away from you as it can, and it can’t willingly 
move to a space within 30 feet of you. It also can’t take reactions. For its action, it can use only the 
Dash action or try to escape from an effect that prevents it from moving. If there’s nowhere to move, 
the creature can use the Dodge action. 

Kami Companion. You may cast the find familiar spell to summon your kami spirit. Unlike a normal 
familiar, your kami companion can never make attacks or deliver touch spells, and it gains special  
features (included on page 63).

Magical Savant. You know the eldritch blast cantrip. 
Spellcasting. You are a 3rd level spellcaster that uses Wisdom as your spellcasting ability (spell save  

DC 13; +5 to hit with spell attacks). You have the following spells prepared from the cleric’s spell list:
Cantrips: guidance, eldritch blast, light, sacred flame
1st-level (4 slots): bless, cure wounds, detect magic, healing word, sanctuary, unseen servant
2nd-level (2 slots): augury, exorcism slipsM, silence, spiritual weapon

ACTIONS
Khakkhara Staff. Melee Weapon Attack: +2 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 4 (1d8) bludgeoning  

damage if wielded in two hands or 3 (1d6) bludgeoning damage if wielded in one hand.
Dagger. Melee or Ranged Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft. or range 20/40 ft., one target.  

Hit: 4 (1d4+2) piercing damage.
Eldritch Blast. Ranged Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, range 120 ft., one target.  

Hit: 5 (1d10) force damage.
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Nobles and government officials across Soburin 
are distasteful of Emperor Hitoshi’s mandate 
allowing the intelligent goblinoids begat 
by the Mists of Akuma to pass through 
civilization without hostilities; Piasu is 
an excellent example of exactly why 
such a loathsome decree exists. 
The shikome has achieved one 
of the highest honors that any 
of his kind can achieve for he 
is erītokirā, a soldier of the 
Hairro-Nokishi battle brothers 
sworn to uphold their ages-
old ideals. Only the most 
confident soburi generals 
and famed samurai dare 
to directly show disrespect 
to these machine-armored 
hobgoblin fanatics, the 
might of even one their 
small assault teams the 
match of a small army 
of warriors from any 
prefecture. Though a 
powerful combatant 
and rightly feared by 
most who cross his path, 
Piasu is unlike his kin in 
that he did not truly earn 
his place among them—and 
the source of aid that saw 
him rise from failing recruit to 
inducted erītokirā has ceased 
to offer its assistance, ready to 
make good on the price required 
for its mystical help.

History
To be an erītokirā is among the most 
revered of accomplishments for a 
shikome but it is not an honor easily 
won and many falter in this path 
to greatness—and the life of a 
hobgoblin in Soburin is difficult 

no matter where they might 
tread after transformation by 

haiiro-nokishi battLe brother
Piasu
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the Mists of Akuma. Piasu was once a proud wolf 
that ranged across the plains of the northern 
prefectures until in the midst of a moonless night 
when the primordial fog creeped into his pack’s 
cave. Upon changing from animal to goblinoid, 
disoriented and angry, he and his true kin 
stumbled upon a pair of newly-christened Haiiro-
Nokishi erītokirā. These warriors were looking 
for a fight and with nary a word between them 
a battle was on, but to the trained soldiers’ 
surprise they were no match for the sheer 
ferocity of Piasu’s pack. Only the intervention of 
Katto Ōkami-Otoko, the leader of the erītokirā 
chapter, ended the fight before any lives were 
lost and ever with an eye for talent, rather than 
have the savages killed he treated them instead 
as new recruits.
 Five of Piasu’s wolven shikome siblings 
underwent the rigors of training to join the 
Haiiro-Nokishi and it quickly became clear to 
him that all of them were doomed. The first two 
perished in the Test of Kewashī-Nobori, one 
plummeting off the mountainside and the 
other lost in the snows of the peaks. In the Rites 
of Saunzupōto the smallest among them faltered, 
falling unconscious on the badlands trek to be 
eaten away by carrion. Worst of all was the 
demise of the last of Piasu’s family, murdered in 
live weapons sparring by his rival Kirikizu. Left 
with no allies and positive that he too was certain 
to die before finishing the trials of the erītokirā, 
he began to seek a means to flee despite the 
execution anyone caught attempting as much.

 Once he finally built up courage enough 
to brave it Piasu tried to escape but was interrupted 
not even a mile off from the Haiiro-Nokishi lines—
by the Dragon of Black Smoke, Ahenchūdoku. 
The serpent came from Tsukisasu to petition for 
the aid of the Haiiro-Nokishi yet their leader Katto 
demanded too high a price. She seeks an ally within 
the erītokirā chapter and offered aid to Piasu to help 
him survive and become one of the feared armored 
warriors in exchange for a favor in the future. 
Apprehensive but feeling as though he had no other 
recourse, the shikome took the offer anyway and for 
the next year he could not fail at any of his tasks, 
easily succeeding where all of the other recruits 
(including Kirikizu) failed and earning his right to 
wear the powerful armor of the order.
 The power of the dragon’s enchantments 
have begun to wear away now however and  
suddenly Piasu is finding that is as though his  
armor is cursed, malfunctioning at inopportune 
times and resisting his control, rejecting him. To  
hide his weakness—and avoid a blade of betrayal 
from Kirikizu—Piasu has taken as many missions 
away from the main force of the Haiiro-Nokishi as 
he possibly can. Unsure of what is wrong with him, 
Katto Ōkami-Otoko’s sense for weakness is as keen 
as her katana and she knows that the best means to 
defeat is to suffer it among her forces, thus she has 
sent Piasu to Sanbaoshi to seek out a cartographer 
of rumored mystical talents, ordered to return with 
her or an accurate map of the territory controlled 
by the oni warlord Tokihanatsu. This won’t be the 
shikome warrior’s only task however, and the black 
smoke-dragon is certain to call for her payment  
from him soon.

Roleplaying Notes
Equipped with a hunter’s instincts, powerful and resilient frame contained inside of augmetics-enhanced 
armor, and an impressive will, one might expect the erītokirā warrior to be utterly fearless but the 
opposite is true—the wolven shikome reveals a heart of cowardice whenever he is bereft of a pack. 
When even one of his allies are nearby Piasu is entirely different—brutish, direct, and bearing an 
unforgiving mean streak once someone has dealt him a wound—and it is no wonder that he is almost 
always in the company of a companion. Though he has no friends in Sanbaoshi he was given information 
on several potential contacts by Chapter Master Katto to help him in his quest (a necroji black market 
trader named Simona, the Chinodani mure bakemono gang, a ceramian inventor called Cynthia Cantwell) 
but nothing else. Piasu has devoted most of his time in the imperial capital to amassing wealth to pay for 
the map from the cartographer Yogen-Sha, a proxy to buy it through, and more importantly the expertise 
required to properly bless his armor so that it might function reliably once more (allowing him to rejoin 
the Haiiro-Nokishi as a proper battle brother).  

Equipment
Weapons (8 burandābasumōzā cartridges; 10 gp each), erītokirā gusoku armor, hunting trap, 
head of a wild boar, tinkerers’ tools, 80 Imperial Pieces (gold)
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HAIIRO-NOKISHI	ERĪTOKIRĀ	CHAPTER
Mercenaries of Mortality (Lawful Neutral)
Ancestors, Beasts, Control, Elements, War
Chapter	Master:	Katto	Ōkami-Otoko	
One thing stands out when other erītokirā chapters look upon the violent (even for their kind) history 
of the Haairo-Nokishi: war. Since the day of its founding it’s been said that whenever one of their deadly 
soldiers draws a weapon the sun does not rise or set again until they’ve soaked in the fresh blood of 
their enemies. Like other erītokirā the Haiiro-Nokishi place great weight on to traditions but they take 
it further paying homage not only to their ancestors, but beasts still bound in their animal forms and 
the elements as well. Warriors from other chapters often deride this reverence but other Chapter Masters 
(Yasei Nochōrō of the Kodomo-Tachi in particular) know that this is little more than a front to allow 
parlaying with both the humans of the Masuto Empire and the yai sovereigns lurking on the periphery 
of Soburin. To the Haiiro-Nokishi there is nothing more glorious than battle—and nothing fouler than a 
treacherous word, unless of course it is used in the name of war and like everything else, comes with 
a reward commensurate for the deceit.

Special Features & Background
Background:	Autorandā	-	Ambler.	You never forget the geographic arrangement of terrain, settlements, 

and areas of wilderness. In addition, you can forage fresh water and food each day for as many as  
6 people as long as the environment nearby can support it. 

Faulty	Erītokirā	Equipment. When you take a critical hit, you make a Constitution saving throw  
(DC 8 + your proficiency bonus + your Constitution modifier) or gain a level of exhaustion that lasts  
for a number of rounds equal to double your proficiency bonus. Taking another critical hit while your 
armor is malfunctioning increases your exhaustion by 1 level and the duration by 1 round, although 
these levels of exhaustion cannot result in the final stage of exhaustion. Your revving tetsubo becomes 
broken if it is the target of a critical hit.

Dampening Enhancers. Your armor contains cutting-edge prototype augmetics that grant advantage on 
Strength (Athletics) and Dexterity (Stealth) checks.

Nitrous Dash (Recharge 6). You Dash on your turn without spending an action to do so. 
Omiryō	Augmetic.	This tear-shaped arcane engine is installed in the chestplate and shoulder of your 

armor, making those areas unable to attune to magic items. Whenever you are hit by a spell attack  
that deals damage, as long as there is space enough in the omiryō augmetic there is a 20% chance  
the magic is absorbed by the augmetic (causing the spell effect to fail). The omiryō augmetic can  
hold a number of spell levels equal to your proficiency bonus (cantrips count as 1st-level spells).  
Once the omiryō augmetic is at full capacity, you can spend an action to fire it, dealing 2d6 force  
damage per spell level in a 50-foot line. A Dexterity saving throw (DC 8 + your Constitution modifier + 
your proficiency bonus) halves the damage. 
 Alternatively, the omiryō augmetic can be fired as a ranged weapon attack at a single target  
within 100 feet. A fully-charged omiryō augmetic must be fired within 1 minute or it releases the  
energy in a sudden burst, which is harmless to the device but deals its force damage to you (no  
saving throw) and any creatures or objects in adjacent squares.

Character NOTES __________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

            ___________________________________________________________________________
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Piasu (3rd Level)
Medium humanoid (blessed shikome), lawful neutral fighter (champion) 3
Armor Class 17 (erītokirā gusoku)
Hit Points 27 (3d10+6)
Speed 30 ft.

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA Dignity Haitoku
17 (+3) 10 (+0) 14 (+2) 10 (+0) 14 (+2) 10 (+0) 11 (+0) 15 (+2)

Saving Throws Str +5, Con +4    Proficiency +2
Skills Athletics +5, Intimidation +2, Investigation +2, Survival +4
Tools taiko drum
Senses darkvision 60 ft., passive Perception 12
Languages Adeddo, Draconic, Soburi (Common)
Action Surge (1/Short Rest). On your turn, you can take an additional action  

on top of your regular action and a possible bonus action. 
Brave. You have advantage on saving throws  

against being frightened.
Fighting Style: Great Weapon Fighting.  

When you roll a 1 or 2 on a  
damage die for an attack you  
make with a melee weapon that  
you are wielding with two hands,  
you can reroll the die and must  
use the new roll. The weapon  
must have the two-handed or  
versatile property for you to gain  
this benefit.

Hated. You have disadvantage when  
making Wisdom or Charisma checks  
against any humanoid that doesn’t  
also have the hated condition but  
you never have disadvantage on  
Charisma (Intimidation) checks.

Improved Critical. Your weapon attacks  
score a critical hit on a roll of 19 or 20.

Martial Advantage (1/Turn). You  
can deal an extra 5 (2d4) damage  
to a creature you hit with a melee  
weapon attack if that creature is within  
5 feet of an ally that isn’t incapacitated.

Second Wind (1/Short Rest). On your turn,  
you can use a bonus action to regain 1d10 + 3 hit points.

ACTIONS
Revving Tetsubo (Recharge 6). Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target.  

Hit: 9 (2d6+3) bludgeoning damage. When revving (activated when you attack) you deal an extra  
3 (1d6) slashing damage.

Burandābasumōzā	(Gauntlet	Firearm). Ranged Weapon Attack: +2 to hit, range 30/120 ft., multiple 
targets (20-foot-square; make an attack roll for each target).  
Hit: 10 (3d6) slashing damage. It takes two bonus actions or an action and bonus action to reload the 
burandābasumōzā.
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The future of Soburin is darker even than the present day and the Rōsoku-Urasan knows the world’s 
apocalyptic destiny first-hand. Hounded as much by the void of memory in her mind as she is flashes of 
experiences that occasionally rise to the surface, she searches for 
something to trigger her recollection of why exactly her soul was 
plucked from her own body to be flung back through time. 
A potent mage in her own right still empowered by her 
ancestral pact, Rinna is in a constant state of bewilderment 
and wonder spurred on by even the simplest people and 
places around her—and the further the tengu travels 
across the lands of history the more confident she 
becomes that perhaps its fate is not yet fixed.

History
Hundreds of years in the future life across the world 
has nearly come to an end and only a few dwindling 
pockets of civilization persist. Rinna was borne to 
the last of the avian enclaves, a fortified settlement 
nestled high above the deadlands of Soburin near 
the peak of Su-Yosai. She can recall little of her 
time there—shrine-like halls and the faces of her 
family, but almost nothing else. The tengu’s mind 
became whole again only after she arrived in the 
past, and every time she attempts to recall the 
circumstances of her incredible journey her 
ancestors whisper warnings until the terrors 
of what chased her away from the future 
near the periphery of her psyche.
 However it is she managed to escape from 
her home era she traveled a great distance in the 
endeavor, landing in the unfamiliar crags of Uso 
Prefecture near the city of Kaibo. Akitsu flyers 
noticed her presence and tracked her down 
in a matter of days, believing her claims of 
amnesia to be poor falsehoods for a spy from 
one of Lady Askuku’s enemies. Stripped of 
her inexplicable belongings and kept in the 
bowels of a mountain keep for months, she 
was ruthlessly tortured and maimed by the 
machinery of Uso scientists. Eventually Rinna 
concocted a lie her captors were willing to 
believe—that she was no more than a lowly seer 
guided up the mountains by a divination where 
she found the inexplicable devices in the snows—
and the queries of her captors merely changed. 
Now they demanded requests for visions to aid the Uso 

clan. It took months for the tengu’s ancestors to 
adapt but in time they revealed futures of far greater scope than just 

The Rosok u-uRasa n
Rinna
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dangers to her gaolers, most importantly of all how 
Rinna would escape her torment.
 Word of the stranger with impossible 
technology spread as far as Yokuba and when Lady 
Nomashi learned her to be a seer, Soburin’s diviners 
took great pains to free Rinna from her imprisonment 
by the Uso clan. In the chaos of her escape she 
recalled a great battle between a fleet of Lord Miyaki 
and the ships of Pembunuh the Ebon-Heart, a 
bloodthirsty pirate, cajoling and coaxing her 
kidnapping-rescuers so that she could lose any 
pursuers in the midst of the historically sudden 
chaos at the start of the seaborne conflict. Just as 
her ancestors helped her recall before the first 
cannons fire a massive bakekujira rises up from the 
water! Sailors by the hundreds go mad from the 
whale’s song and havoc erupts around her, giving 
Rinna the opportunity to abscond to a vessel of 
pirates breaking away from their doomed leader’s 
folly.
 The tengu meant only to stay onboard until 
the buccaneers next made port but before they 
could do so, a foul wind took up the ship’s sails and 
they were swept into a supernatural eddy that took 

them into a maelstrom of the Mists of Akuma! 
Rinna took the helm and by the powers of her 
ancestors navigated the vessel safely through the 
seemingly endless cyclones, skirting the Edge of 
the World until finally after piloting the boat for 
three days straight she collapsed at the sight of 
calm seas. Upon awakening from a well-earned 
rest she realized something of great import: she 
is and was the Rōsoku-Urasan, a fable from her 
own time! 
 With this revelation it was as though 
heavy chains were lifted from her shoulders and 
Rinna adopted a whole new approach to life, 
realizing that she is not a slave to fate and rather 
that she has been destined to play a vital role in 
Soburin—hopefully to save it. A dream from her 
ancestors has emboldened this belief, a warning 
that an oni has fell plans that if left unchecked 
will turn the soon to be announced weddings 
in Sanbaoshi into focuses for the future’s doom. 
Throughout her journey to the imperial capital 
she has beseeched her forebearers for guidance, 
and in return they have shown her others marked 
by fate each time she falls asleep (the rest of the 
adventuring party).

Roleplaying Notes
Keen to avoid crossing paths with either the Uso or Yokuba, the Rōsoku-Urasan is aloof about her past 
and attempts to deflect questions about her origins with queries of her own. The Common Tongue is 
known to her and she is no savage, yet Rinna has only a brash understanding of cultural practices (and if 
any remain in the future, those are denied her as well). Even with her amnesia and the desperation of the 
era she’s been thrust into, the tengu has an unyielding optimism for life and lives each day as if it were 
her last. Though intent on keeping her identity a secret (lest she be assaulted anew) she sometimes gives 
herself away for it’s known that the Rōsoku-Urasan sometimes speaks in the past tense. Rinna is also 
on the constant lookout for signs from her ancestors, so much so that sometimes she ends up missing 
what’s directly in front of her. As a foreigner from the future and newcomer to Sanbaoshi she has no 
friends to speak of, but a few of her distant ancestors are traders that frequent the metropolis and she 
looks forward to meeting them sooner or later, always on the lookout for merchants from Su-Yosai.

Equipment
Weapons, prayer wheel, 5 sticks of incense, vestments, set of common clothes, and a pouch with 15 gold.
Future Relics. You can scarcely recall the items you brought with you from the future but whenever you 

acquire one, it triggers a flood of memories and visions that reveals to you both some of your  
past (in the future) and bits of your future (now, in the past). Your amnesia denies any greater  
understanding of technology but you instinctively know your future relics when you see them and  
even during your recent travels to Sanbaoshi you hear a rumor of the apparently highly-sought after 
devices. After you have spent 1 minute touching a future relic, you have strong visions that reveal  
one fact about the distant future of Soburin (of the GM’s creation and choosing) as well as one piece 
of information in the present given to you in a fashion of the GM’s choosing (such as a commune that 
automatically succeeds, find the path that does not require concentration, or legend lore). You will  
never randomly stumble upon a future relic—your ancestors might lead you to clues that take you to 
one or the visions they trigger may include how to find another, but regardless of how you  
learn about a future relic to encounter you should anticipate undergoing a small quest to  
get to it.
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Special Features & Background
Background: Akoraito - Shelter of the Faithful. You and your 

adventuring companions can expect to receive free healing 
and care at a temple, shrine, or other established presence 
devoted to ancestor worship, though you must provide any 
material components needed for spells. Those who share your 
religion will support you (but only you) at a modest lifestyle.

Sense of Impending Doom. When danger nears you are 
assaulted by visions of possible immediate futures that are a 
great boon before they overload your senses, leaving you 
vulnerable until your mind rights itself. You cannot be surprised 
and after initiative is rolled, creatures have disadvantage on 
attack rolls against you, and you have advantage on ability 
checks and saving throws. These benefits last for a duration 
of rounds equal to your proficiency bonus. At the end of this 
duration, you become disoriented for a number of rounds 
equal to half your proficiency bonus. While disoriented, 
creatures have advantage on attack rolls against you, and 
you have disadvantage on ability checks and saving throws. 
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Small humanoid (tengu), chaotic good warlock (ancestor patron) 3
Armor Class 15 (studded leather)
Hit Points 20 (3d8+3)
Speed 25 ft., fly 15 ft. (both hands free, ½ carrying capacity)

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA Dignity Haitoku
10 (+0) 16 (+3) 12 (+1) 12 (+1) 10 (+0) 15 (+2) 15 (+2) 9 (–1)

Saving Throws Wis +2, Cha +4    Proficiency +2
Skills Arcana +3, Deception +4, History +3*, Insight +2, Performance +4, Religion +3, Sleight of Hand +5
Damage Vulnerabilities fire
Damage Resistances cold
Senses passive Perception 10
Languages Ceramian, Ropa, Soburi (Common)
Ancestral Foresight. Roll two d20 when you complete a long rest. These are your foresight rolls. Once 

per turn you may choose to replace an ability check, saving throw, or attack roll with the recorded  
number from one of your foresight rolls. You must choose to use a foresight roll before seeing the  
initial roll and before any of the roll’s effects occur. You may only use an individual foresight roll once. 
At the end of a long rest, unused foresight rolls are lost and you roll two new d20s for your foresight 
rolls.

Eldritch Invocation: Agonizing Blast. When you cast eldritch blast, add your Charisma modifier to the 
damage it deals on a hit (included below).

Eldritch Invocation: Eldritch Sight. You can cast detect magic at will, without expending a spell slot.
Historical Knowledge. You have advantage on Intelligence (History) checks.
Pact Boon: Pact of the Tome. While this book is on your person, you can cast guidance, sacred flame, 

and spare the dying at will.
Pact Magic (2 spell slots/Short Rest). You are a 3rd level spellcaster that uses Charisma as your  

spellcasting ability (spell save DC 12; +4 to hit with spell attacks). You know the following spells  
from the warlock’s spell list and always cast them as 2nd-level spells:

Cantrips (at will): chill touch, eldritch blast, guidance, sacred flame, spare the dying
1st-level: charm person, expeditious retreat, protection from evil and good
2nd-level: augury

ACTIONS
Dagger. Melee or Ranged Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft. or range 20/40 ft., one target.  

Hit: 5 (1d4+3) piercing damage.
Eldritch Blast. Ranged Spell Attack: +4 to hit, range 120 ft., one target. Hit: 8 (1d10+3) force damage.

Character NOTES __________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________
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the crimson bLade
Cast off as ronin, exiled from her home, and abandoned by her family, it would have been easy for 
Tomoe to let the sea finish her off after Lord Shaka Uragi had her arm severed from her body 
and her body pitched into the waters below. She has the spirit of warrior however and refuses 
to allow her wrongful dishonor to bring more ruination upon her life, finding strength 
instead in the long line of samurai before her and returning to dignified roots (even 
if she is retainer to no one). On the roads of Soburin Tomoe has earned a different 
title—the Crimson Blade—and now she stalks the streets of Sanbaoshi, unaware 
that her growing fame will draw the attentions of her 
past back to haunt her!

History
The Masamune family loyally served Uragi 
Prefecture for centuries, back to the times 
of the Ichizoku Wars over a millenia ago. 
Zado Masamune—Tomoe’s 
grandfather—was the first 
of her ancestors to fail to 
achieve glory, one of the 
samurai who surrendered 
Ikkitonogaku to the invading 
ceramians when the foreign armies 
arrived in Soburin and as a result 
her father Tsunoi tried overly hard to 
earn distinction until he was used 
to appease the foreign overlords, 
committing ritual suicide to salvage 
the honor of Lord Shaka Uragi 
when agents of the Yūkaihan 
Gekai shinobi clan were 
caught in the quarters of 
the Kengen general 
overseeing the 
occupation of Uragi. 
Tomoe’s mother 
died soon after 
under mysterious 
circumstances 
leading her 

Tomoe Masamune
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aunt Kawabata to become the Masamune’s lead 
gokenin (samurai retainer) to the Uragi family, and 
without any parents she took after her, building the 
older woman to be a hero in her mind.

Though a dangerous woman and master of 
the katana, Kawabata Masamune was a poor role 
model. She drank excessively and became the blunt, 
heavy tool of Lord Shaka Uragi—little more than a 
thug with a sword and regal armor—respected by  
all but only through intimidation and fear. Upon 
adulthood Tomoe completed her samurai training 
and became a retainer as well, seeing the full depths 
to which her aunt had delved in service to Lord 
Uragi. Conflicted with the morality of what she was 
asked to do, her life became a cycle of misery until 
she was finally confronted with a decision that set 
her at odds with her master. Tomoe was made to be 
the bodyguard for an aged Yūkaihan Gekai ninja but 
the longer she served him, the greater her suspicions 
became that it was he who murdered her mother a 
decade ago. Finally after months of servitude and 
with evidence in hand, she asked for justice from 
Lord Shaka Uragi, but was denied, her aunt standing 
behind the cretinous nobleman the whole while.

Filled with rage, Tomoe slew the old shinobi 
anyway.

This was the final straw for the Masamune 
family. Lord Shaka Uragi declared Kawabata and  
the rest of her warrior-kin to be ronin, dividing the 
family’s domain before dispensing the remains to 
other lesser nobles. For daring to murder an elder 

servant of the Yūkaihan Gekai—and more  
importantly her defiance of Lord Uragi’s orders—
Tomoe’s arm was severed off and she was cast  
out onto the waters of Uragi to die ignobly.  
Unwilling to let go of life so easily however, she 
resisted death and instead swam leagues before 
washing ashore in Hofuku Prefecture. The  
masterless one-armed samurai awoke on the 
beach, nearly dead and clutching an old steam 
arm augmetic in her hand, but alive nonetheless.

Tomoe lived in obscurity as a farmhand 
while gradually, slowly repairing the prosthetic 
(her only possession) until finally taking up as 
a caravan guard for a few dangerous trips until 
it could be installed to replace her amputated 
limb. With two good arms she went from being a 
proficient guard to a lethal warrior, yet not as she 
once was—her time as a peasant brought Tomoe 
back from the twisted and perverse interpretations 
of the samurai code instilled in her by her aunt 
and she found herself anew during her travels 
across Soburin. Talk of The Crimson Blade brought 
the notice of bengoshi, and with every successful 
mission her reputation for efficiency and unfailing 
bravery grew. Now with enough wealth to support 
herself adequately she has traveled to Sanbaoshi 
to seek even greater glory, certain that one day 
she will look down upon Lord Uragi and all of the 
rest of his rebellious retainers with a new more 
noble master at her side—if she has not earned 
that title yet herself.

Roleplaying Notes
While she tries to keep a dour demeanor and might still have a hard edge from her days serving the 
Uragi family, Tomoe is sympathetic to those in need and has a heart as wide as her arm is strong. She 
seeks to earn the respect and fame unjustly denied her by her former master as a means to atone for 
her misdeeds, hoping to be a beacon of light for other downtrodden folk trampled upon by the wealthy 
elite. After settling down into Sanbaoshi she has befriended several companions—Tsujihara Hisashi 
the street merchant, Ienaga Yumako the youthful blacksmith, and an urchin named Amemori Bakin (in 
addition to any members of the party also based in the imperial capital). These individuals know she’s 
a softy but respect that The Crimson Blade must be known as a dangerous warrior, although far and 
away Tomoe’s greatest bond and flaw is her constant companion: Zenryōna, her sentient steam arm.

Equipment
Katana, explorer’s pack (backpack, bedroll, mess kit, tinderbox, 10 rations, waterskin, 50 ft. hempen rope)

Special Features & Background
Background: Disgraced Amputee - Powered Prosthetic. You begin play with a steam arm augmetic.  

Your proficiency bonus is doubled for any ability check you make to repair and maintain augmetics.
Extra Feat: Tsukumogami Augmetic. Though you didn’t initially know it, your augmetic is quite old— 

100 years old, to be precise—and it awakens as a tsukumogami!
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Zenryona, Tsukumogami Steam Arm
Tiny construct (tsukumogami), lawful good
Armor Class 13 (natural armor)
Hit Points 30 (12d4)
Speed 5 ft.

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA
4 (–3) 15 (+2) 11 (+0) 10 (+0) 10 (+0) 7 (–2)

Damage Resistances radiant, bludgeoning, piercing, and slashing from nonmagical weapons
Damage Immunities necrotic, poison
Condition Immunities charmed, exhaustion, frightened, poisoned
Senses darkvision 60 ft., passive Perception 10
Languages Soburi
Challenge 0 (10 XP)
Destroyer. Zenryōna has advantage on attack rolls  

made against objects and deals double damage  
when using Strength to damage an object.

Telepathic Bond. When Zenryōna is on the  
same plane of existence Tomoe, it can  
magically convey what it senses to her, and  
the two can communicate telepathically.

ACTIONS
Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft., one creature.  

Hit: 1 piercing damage. Instead of dealing damage, Zenryōna  
can grapple the target (escape DC 8 + Tomoe’s proficiency bonus +  
Tomoe’s Strength modifier).

Though it seems old and decrepit, Zenryōna was forged only a dozen years 
ago in Jinkosugu for the seaborne samurai Saza Takiji. As a recent design it cost the warrior no small 
amount of coin and he treated it with great care before being killed by a ship of pirates that fell afoul of 
the Mists of Akuma, now vicious adeddo-oni that slaughtered every sailor they encountered (although 
Saza had the last laugh, igniting both vessels before his dying breath to doom everyone in the conflict). 
Before sinking towards the briny depths the supernatural fog touched the prosthetic and transformed 
it into tsukumogami—while sinking towards a pointless existence below however it detached itself and 
struggled against the waves, finding a new companion instead. Tomoe Masamune has no knowledge that 
Zenryōna helped her reach the shore or that it had been watching her the whole time, but the mystical 
creature is satisfied that he has found a suitable ally with her morals in the right place.

Character NOTES ___________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

             ___________________________________________________________________________

i
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Tomoe Masamune (3rd Level)
Medium humanoid (soburi human), lawful neutral paladin (samurai) 3
Armor Class 17 (lamellar, defense fighting style)
Hit Points 27 (3d10+6)
Speed 30 ft.

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA Dignity Haitoku
16 (+3) 14 (+2) 14 (+2) 10 (+0) 14 (+2) 10 (+0) 8 (–1) 9 (–1)

Saving Throws Wis +4, Cha +2    Proficiency +2 
Skills Athletics +5, Culture +1, Insight +4, Intimidation +2, Persuasion +2
Tools augmetics
Condition Immunities disease
Senses darkvision 60 ft., passive Perception 12
Languages Ceram, Soburi (Common), Umi
Augmetics Electrolens & Steam Arm: Your electrolens grants you darkvision to range of 60 feet. It has 

20 hit points and an AC equal to your AC + 6. Your steam arm has 30 hit points and an AC equal to your 
AC + 6.

Divine Sense (1/Long Rest). As an action, you can open your awareness and until the end of your next 
turn, you know the location of any celestial, fiend, or undead within 60 feet of you that is not behind 
total cover. You know the type (celestial, fiend, or undead) of any being whose presence you sense, but 
not its identity. Within the same radius, you also detect the presence of any place or object that has 
been consecrated or desecrated, as with the hallow spell.

Divine Smite. When you hit a creature with a melee weapon attack, you can expend one spell slot to 
deal radiant damage to the target, in addition to the weapon’s damage. The extra damage is 2d8 for 
a 1st-level spell slot, plus 1d8 for each spell level higher than 1st, to a maximum of 5d8. The damage 
increases by 1d8 if the target is an undead or a fiend.

Feat: Ancestral Weapon (Katana). You treat your ancestral weapon with the same reverence you would 
a holy book or symbol. Accordingly, you never willingly part with your ancestral weapon—you may not 
sell it, lend it to others, or otherwise abandon it. If for any reason your ancestral weapon is taken from 
you, you must do everything in your power to recover it. Your ancestral weapon has +1 magical bonus 
to attack and damage and has the following feature: 

Sharp. When attacking a target wearing armor, you receive an additional +2 bonus to the attack 
roll.

Lay on Hands (15 points/Long Rest). As an action, you can touch a creature and draw power from the 
pool to restore a number of hit points to that creature, up to the maximum amount remaining in your 
pool. Alternatively, you can expend 5 hit points from your pool of healing to cure the target of one  
disease or neutralize one poison affecting it. You can cure multiple diseases and neutralize multiple  
poisons with a single use of Lay on Hands, expending hit points separately for each one. This feature 
has no effect on undead and constructs.

Spellcasting. You are a 3rd level spellcaster that uses Charisma as your spellcasting ability (spell save  
DC 10; +2 to hit with spell attacks). You have the following spells prepared from the paladin’s spell list:

1st-level (3 slots): command, divine favor, shield of faith
Unarmed Savant. Your unarmed strike damage increases to 1d4 and you are proficient with Athletics.
ACTIONS
Iaijutsu Strike (1/Short Rest). As an action, you can draw your weapon and attack with it. This attack 

does 2d8 additional damage.
Katana. Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 10 (1d12+4) magical slashing damage 

if wielded in two hands, or 8 (1d8+4) magical slashing damage if wielded in one hand.
Steam Arm. Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 7 (1d6+4) magical bludgeoning 

damage. Instead of dealing damage, you can order Zenryōna to grapple the target (escape DC 13).
Unarmed. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 5 (1d4+3) bludgeoning damage.
Longbow. Ranged Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, range 150/600 ft., one target.  

Hit: 6 (1d8+2) piercing damage.
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A mega adventure that takes 
4 to 6 characters from 3rd to 12th level

Explore the highly-detailed metropolis of Sanbaoshi as the party 
contends with a host of unique rivals all seeking the same goal: 
Wealth and glory at the expense of Emperor Hitoshi’s 12 decreed 

ceremonies to end the animosity over the battle of broken spears. 
Greater villainy awaits in the shadows however, and without 

stalwart heroes the capital of Soburin may well be sent 
into a spiral of destruction...

https://www.drivethrurpg.com/product/293538/Mists-of-Akuma-Imperial-Matchmaker
https://www.drivethrurpg.com/product/293538/Mists-of-Akuma-Imperial-Matchmaker
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A village in the iron grip of a despotic 
ruler outcast from a noble clan

A festival of blood and sweat 
certain to whip up a frenzy

A devious plan to corrupt them all

and a party of heroes that may yet 
“save the day”

A village in the iron grip of a despotic 
ruler outcast from a noble clan

A festival of blood and sweat 
certain to whip up a frenzy

A devious plan to corrupt them all

and a party of heroes that may yet 
“save the day”

A village in the iron grip of a despotic 
ruler outcast from a noble clan

A festival of blood and sweat 
certain to whip up a frenzy

A devious plan to corrupt them all

and a party of heroes that may yet 
“save the day”



Ayakashi (3rd level)
Tiny construct (tsukumogami), neutral good bard (lore) 3
Armor Class 14 (natural armor)
Hit Points 21 (3d8+3)
Speed 20 ft., fly 40 ft.

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA Dignity Haitoku
5 (–3) 16 (+3) 12 (+1) 12 (+1) 10 (+0) 16 (+3) 13 (+1) 8 (–1)

Saving Throws Dex +5, Cha +5	 	 	 	 Proficiency	+2
Skills Culture +3, Deception +7, Insight +2, Perception +2, Performance +5, Persuasion +7
Tools hyōshigi, nohkan, shamisen
Senses passive Perception 12
Languages Soburi
Bardic Inspiration (3d6/Long Rest). You can inspire others through stirring words or music. To do so, you 

use a bonus action on your turn to choose one creature other than yourself within 60 feet of you who  
can hear you. That creature gains one Bardic Inspiration die (a d6). Once within the next 10 minutes, the 
creature can roll the die and add the number rolled to one ability check, attack roll, or saving throw it 
makes. The creature can wait until after it rolls the d20 before deciding to use the Bardic Inspiration die, 
but must decide before the GM says whether the roll succeeds or fails. Once the Bardic Inspiration die is 
rolled, it is lost. A creature can have only one Bardic Inspiration die at a time.

Cutting Words. When a creature that you can see within 60 feet of you makes an attack roll, an ability 
check, or a damage roll, you can use your reaction to expend one of your uses of Bardic Inspiration, rolling 
a Bardic Inspiration die and subtracting the number rolled from the creature’s roll. You can choose to  
use this feature after the creature makes its roll, but before the GM determines whether the attack roll or 
ability check succeeds or fails, or before the creature deals its damage. The creature is immune if it can’t 
hear you or if it’s immune to being charmed

Expertise. Your proficiency bonus is doubled for any ability check you make that uses either Deception or 
Persuasion (included above).

Jack of All Trades. You can add half your proficiency bonus (+1) to any ability check you make that doesn’t 
already include your proficiency bonus.

Song of Rest. If you or any friendly creatures who can hear you perform during a short rest and regain hit 
points by spending one or more Hit Dice, each of those creatures regains an extra 1d6 hit points.

Spellcasting. You are a 3rd level spellcaster that uses Charisma as your spellcasting ability (spell save  
DC 13; +5 to hit with spell attacks). You know the following spells from the bard’s spell list:

Cantrips: minor illusion, vicious mockery
1st-level (4 slots): charm person, cure wounds, disguise self, sleep, thunderwave
2nd-level (2 slots): invisibility

ACTIONS
Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 1 piercing damage.
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Kanden (3rd Level)
Medium humanoid (necroji), neutral rogue (ninja) 3
Armor Class 15 (studded leather)
Hit Points 23 (3d8+6)
Speed 35 ft. ( jump horizontal +15 ft., jump vertical +10 ft.)

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA Dignity Haitoku
13 (+1) 17 (+3) 14 (+2) 12 (+1) 12 (+1) 10 (+0) 6 (–2) 15 (+2)

Saving Throws Dex +5, Int +3	 	 	 	 Proficiency	+2
Skills Athletics +5, Deception +2, Investigation +3, Perception +3, Sleight of Hand +5, Stealth +7
Tools disguise kit, poisoner’s kit, thieves’ tools
Damage Vulnerabilities radiant
Damage Resistances cold, lightning, necrotic, poison, and piercing
Condition Immunities poisoned
Senses darkvision 60 ft., passive Perception 13
Languages Adeddo, Ceramian, Ropa, Soburi (Common), Thieves’ Cant
Basic Ninjutsu. You can throw three kunai or shuriken when you take the Attack action on your turn and 

you have advantage on checks made to create or maintain a disguise.
Cunning Action (1/Turn). You can spend a bonus action to take the Dash, Disengage, or Hide action.
Expertise. Your proficiency bonus is doubled for any ability check you make that uses either Athletics or 

Stealth (included above).
Fan No Te Hand (2/Long Rest). You can cast gust of wind without the need for material or verbal  

components (use Haitoku as your spellcasting ability) or feather fall (you may only target yourself  
when doing so). 

Hated. You have disadvantage on Wisdom or Charisma checks against any humanoid that doesn’t also have 
the hated condition but you never have disadvantage on Charisma (Intimidation) checks.

Sneak Attack (2d6, 1/Turn). You deal an extra 2d6 damage when you hit a target with a weapon attack  
and have advantage on the attack roll, or when the target is within 5 feet of an ally of yours that isn’t  
incapacitated and you don’t have disadvantage on the attack roll. 

Undead Abomination. You do not need to eat, drink water, or breathe. You still require a resting period 
that emulates sleep in order to recharge your inner workings.

ACTIONS
Fan No Te Hand. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target.  

Hit: 6 (1d6+3) slashing damage. 
Telescopic Steam Leg. Melee Weapon Attack: +3 to hit, reach 10 ft., one target.  

Hit: 4 (1d6+1) bludgeoning damage.
Kunai (6). Ranged Weapon Attack: +5|+5|+5 to hit, range 30/80 ft., one target.  

Hit: 5 piercing damage.
Shuriken (6). Ranged Weapon Attack: +5|+5|+5 to hit, range 20/50 ft., one target.  

Hit: 4 slashing damage.
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LAN (3rd Level)
Medium humanoid (saru hengeyokai), chaotic good monk (martial artist) 3
Armor Class 15 (martial arts stance, unarmored defense) 
Hit Points 17 (3d8)
Speed 40 ft., climb 25 ft. 

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA Dignity Haitoku
12 (+1) 16 (+3) 8 (–1) 10 (+0) 13 (+1) 16 (+3) 7 (–2)  11 (+0)

Saving Throws Str +3, Dex +5   	 Proficiency	+2
Skills Acrobatics +5, Deception +5, Insight +3, Sleight of Hand +5
Tools augmetics, tinker’s tools
Senses darkvision 60 ft., passive Perception 11
Languages Soburi (Common)
Acrobatic. You have advantage on Dexterity (Acrobatics) checks and double the distance of any jumps you 

make.
Cursed Nature Form (2/Long Rest). You can transform into a monkey as polymorph without the need for 

components. Unlike the spell you keep your mental scores (except that your Intelligence score drops to 
6), the ability has no duration, your hit points remain unchanged, your gear does not meld into your form, 
and you can still talk but not cast spells. 

Dextrous Tail. You have a tail. You are unable to carry a weapon or shield with it, but you are able to use it 
while climbing and to manipulate fine objects. You may make Dexterity (Sleight of Hand) checks with your 
tail but do not gain your proficiency bonus when doing so (even if you are proficient with the skill).

Feat: Stance of the Striking Serpent. You deal an extra 1d4 piercing damage with unarmed strikes, short 
swords, and simple weapons that don’t have the two-handed or heavy weapon properties (this damage is 
not multiplied on a critical hit). 

Ki (3 points/Short Rest). You can spend ki to fuel the following features: 
●	 Patient Defense (1 ki). You can take the Dodge action as a bonus action.
●	 Step of the Wind (1 ki). You can take the Dash or Disengage action as a bonus action on your turn, 

and your jump distance is doubled for the turn.
Natural Disguise (2/Long Rest). You can cast disguise self without the need for any components but you 

can only change into a specific human. 
ACTIONS
Martial Arts. When attacking with unarmed strikes or monk weapons, you can spend your bonus action to 

attack a second time or your bonus action and 1 ki to attack a second and third time.
Ruyi Jingu Bang. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft.*, one target.  

Hit: 7 (1d8+3) bludgeoning damage plus 2 (1d4) piercing damage.
Unarmed Strike. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target.  

Hit: 5 (1d4+3) bludgeoning damage  plus 2 (1d4) piercing damage.
REACTIONS
Deflect	Missile. You can spend your reaction to strike a missile when you are hit by a ranged weapon attack, 

reducing its damage by 8 (1d10+3). If you reduce the damage to 0, you can catch the missile if it is small 
enough for you to hold in one hand and you have at least one hand free. If you catch a missile in this 
way, you can spend 1 ki point to make a ranged attack with the weapon or piece of ammunition you just 
caught as part of the same reaction. You make this attack with proficiency, regardless of your weapon  
proficiencies, and the missile counts as a monk weapon for the attack.
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Matsi (3rd Level)
Small humanoid (urban tanuki), neutral rogue (detective) 3
Armor Class 15 (studded leather)
Hit Points 23 (3d8+6)
Speed 30 ft., climb 20 ft. (must have one hand free)

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA Dignity Haitoku
10 (+0) 16 (+3) 14 (+2) 13 (+1) 12 (+1) 10 (+0) 13 (+1) 13 (+1)

Saving Throws Dex +5, Int +3   	 Proficiency	+2
Skills Deception +2, Insight +5, Investigation +5, Perception +5, Sleight of Hand +5, Survival +3
Tools gaming set, thieves’ tools
Damage Vulnerabilities acid
Senses passive Investigation 17, passive Perception 15
Languages Ceramian, Ropa, Soburi (Common), Tanoo
Ancient Talents. You learn the minor illusion cantrip, using Intelligence as your spellcasting attribute.
City Slicker. You have advantage on Dexterity (Stealth) checks made in urban environments.
Cunning Action (1/Turn). You can spend a bonus action to take the Dash, Disengage, or Hide action.
Expertise. Your proficiency bonus is doubled for any ability check you make that uses either Investigation 

(included above) or thieves’ tools.
Investigative Nature (2 points/Short Rest). Your proficiency bonus is doubled for any ability check you 

make that uses Insight or Investigation (included above). You may spend an investigation point as a 
reaction to add +1d4 to a skill check chosen from the following list: Acrobatics, Athletics, Arcana,  
History, Investigation, Nature, or Religion. You may choose to spend an investigation point after the  
die has been rolled but must do so before the results are revealed. 

Sneak Attack (2d6, 1/Turn). You deal an extra 2d6 damage when you hit a target with a weapon  
attack and have advantage on the attack roll, or when the target is within 5 feet of an ally of yours  
that isn’t incapacitated and you don’t have disadvantage on the attack roll. 

Subtle Tail. You have a tail. You are unable to carry a weapon or shield with your tail, nor can you  
manipulate fine objects, but you gain advantage when passing secret messages or otherwise  
communicating using your tail.

ACTIONS
Wakizashi. Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target.  

Hit: 6 (1d6+3) slashing damage.
Any-Tool. Melee or Ranged Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft. or range 20/60 ft., one target.  

Hit: 5 (1d4+3) bludgeoning, piercing, or slashing damage.
Beatup Revolver. Ranged Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, range 40/160 ft., one target.  

Hit: 10 (2d6+3) piercing damage. After being fired 6 times the revolver needs to be reloaded.
Hand Crossbow. Ranged Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, range 30/120 ft., one target.  

Hit: 6 (1d6+3) piercing damage.



Medium celestial (kami), neutral good companion
Armor Class 14
Hit Points 11 (2d8+2)
Speed 30 ft., swim 30 ft., fly 20 ft.

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA
10 (+0) 18 (+4) 13 (+1) 2 (–4) 10 (+0) 3 (–4)

Skills Perception +2
Damage Resistances acid, fire, lightning, thunder; 

bludgeoning, piercing, and slashing from nonmagical 
weapons

Damage Immunities cold, necrotic, poison
Condition Immunities charmed, exhaustion, frightened, 

grappled, paralyzed, petrified, poisoned, prone,  
restrained

Senses blindsight 10 ft., passive Perception 12
Languages Soburi (Common)
Challenge — 
Etherealness. Hiba enters the Ethereal Plane from the 

Material Plane, or vice versa. It is visible on the Material 
Plane while it is in the bordering Ethereal, and vice  
versa, yet it can’t affect or be affected by anything on 
the other plane (other than you). 

Ethereal Sight. Hiba can see 60 feet into the Ethereal 
Plane when it is on the Material Plane, and vice versa.

Incorporeal Movement. Hiba can move through other 
creatures and objects as if they were difficult terrain.  
It takes 5 (1d10) force damage if it ends its turn inside 
an object. 

ACTIONS
Ancient Kami (1/Short Rest). By merging with Natsuko’s 

body as an action, Hiba increases her Strength score  
by 4, increases her AC by an amount equal to her  
proficiency bonus, and grants her the use of Incorporeal  
Movement. Natsuko and Hiba remain merged for 1 
minute during which Hiba loses all of its actions. 

Blessed Awareness (6th level only). Hiba can use its 
action to share a shred of its supernatural senses with 
Natsuko, granting her blindsight to a range of 15 feet 
until the end of her next turn.

Fortify. Hiba can use its action to activate Natsuko’s 
Channel Divinity to relieve her of one of the following 
conditions: charmed, frightened, poisoned, or prone.

Natsuko (3rd Level)
Medium humanoid (soburi human), neutral good 

cleric (kami) 3
Armor Class 16 (do-maru jacket)
Hit Points 23 (3d8+6)
Speed 30 ft.

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA Dignity Haitoku
10 (+0) 14 (+2) 14 (+2) 10 (+0) 16 (+3) 11 (+0) 16 (+3) 7 (–2)

Saving Throws Wis +5, Cha +2 Proficiency +2
Skills Arcana +2, History +2, Insight +5, Nature +2, 

Religion +2
Tools herbalism kit, shakuhachi
Senses passive Perception 13
Languages Celestial, Draconic, Soburi (Common), 

Sylvan
Channel Divinity (1/Short Rest). You can channel 

divine energy to fuel one of two magical effects.
Fortify. Your kami companion can use its action  

to activate your Channel Divinity to relieve you  
of one of the following conditions: charmed, 
frightened, poisoned, or prone.

Turn Undead. As an action, you present your  
holy symbol and speak a prayer censuring the 
undead. Each undead within 30 feet that can see 
or hear you must make a DC 13 Wisdom saving 
throw. If the creature fails its saving throw, it is 
turned for 1 minute or until it takes any damage. 
A turned creature must spend its turns trying to 
move as far away from you as it can, and it can’t 
willingly move to a space within 30 feet of you.  
It also can’t take reactions. For its action, it can 
use only the Dash action or try to escape from  
an effect that prevents it from moving. If there’s 
nowhere to move, the creature can use the 
Dodge action. 

Kami Companion. You may cast the find familiar 
spell to summon your kami spirit. Unlike a normal 
familiar, your kami companion can never make 
attacks or deliver touch spells, and it gains special 
features (included on page 63).

Magical Savant. You know the eldritch blast cantrip. 
Spellcasting. You are a 3rd level spellcaster that 

uses Wisdom as your spellcasting ability (spell save 
DC 13; +5 to hit with spell attacks). You have the 
following spells prepared from the cleric’s spell list:

Cantrips: guidance, eldritch blast, light,  
sacred flame

1st-level (4 slots): bless, cure wounds,  
detect magic, healing word, sanctuary,  
unseen servant

2nd-level (2 slots): augury, exorcism slipsM,  
silence, spiritual weapon

ACTIONS
Khakkhara Staff. Melee Weapon Attack: +2 to hit, 

reach 5 ft., one target. Hit: 4 (1d8) bludgeoning 
damage if wielded in two hands or 3 (1d6)  
bludgeoning damage if wielded in one hand.

Dagger. Melee or Ranged 
Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, 
reach 5 ft. or range 20/40 ft.,  
one target. Hit: 4 (1d4+2) 
piercing damage.

Eldritch Blast. Ranged Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, 
range 120 ft., one target. Hit: 5 (1d10) force  
damage.



Piasu (3rd Level)
Medium humanoid (blessed shikome), lawful neutral fighter (champion) 3
Armor Class 17 (erītokirā gusoku)
Hit Points 27 (3d10+6)
Speed 30 ft.

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA Dignity Haitoku
17 (+3) 10 (+0) 14 (+2) 10 (+0) 14 (+2) 10 (+0) 11 (+0) 15 (+2)

Saving Throws Str +5, Con +4    Proficiency +2
Skills Athletics +5, Intimidation +2, Investigation +2, Survival +4
Tools taiko drum
Senses darkvision 60 ft., passive Perception 12
Languages Adeddo, Draconic, Soburi (Common)
Action Surge (1/Short Rest). On your turn, you can take an additional action on top of your regular action 

and a possible bonus action. 
Brave. You have advantage on saving throws against being frightened.
Fighting Style: Great Weapon Fighting. When you roll a 1 or 2 on a damage die for an attack you make 

with a melee weapon that you are wielding with two hands, you can reroll the die and must use the new 
roll. The weapon must have the two-handed or versatile property for you to gain this benefit.

Hated. You have disadvantage when making Wisdom or Charisma checks against any humanoid that 
doesn’t also have the hated condition but you never have disadvantage on Charisma (Intimidation) checks.

Improved Critical. Your weapon attacks score a critical hit on a roll of 19 or 20.
Martial Advantage (1/Turn). You can deal an extra 5 (2d4) damage to a creature you hit with a melee 

weapon attack if that creature is within 5 feet of an ally that isn’t incapacitated.
Second Wind (1/Short Rest). On your turn, you can use a bonus action to regain 1d10 + 3 hit points.
ACTIONS
Revving Tetsubo (Recharge 6). Melee Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft., one target.  

Hit: 9 (2d6+3) bludgeoning damage. When revving (activated when you attack) you deal an extra 3 (1d6) 
slashing damage.

Burandābasumōzā	(Gauntlet	Firearm). Ranged Weapon Attack: +2 to hit, range 30/120 ft., multiple targets 
(20-foot-square; make an attack roll for each target).  
Hit: 10 (3d6) slashing damage. It takes two bonus actions or an action and bonus action to reload the bu-
randābasumōzā.
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Rinna (3rd Level)
Small humanoid (tengu), chaotic good warlock (ancestor patron) 3
Armor Class 15 (studded leather)
Hit Points 20 (3d8+3)
Speed 25 ft., fly 15 ft. (both hands free, ½ carrying capacity)

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA Dignity Haitoku
10 (+0) 16 (+3) 12 (+1) 12 (+1) 10 (+0) 15 (+2) 15 (+2) 9 (–1)

Saving Throws Wis +2, Cha +4    Proficiency +2
Skills Arcana +3, Deception +4, History +3*, Insight +2, Performance +4, Religion +3, Sleight of Hand +5
Damage Vulnerabilities fire
Damage Resistances cold
Senses passive Perception 10
Languages Ceramian, Ropa, Soburi (Common)
Ancestral Foresight. Roll two d20 when you complete a long rest. These are your foresight rolls. Once per 

turn you may choose to replace an ability check, saving throw, or attack roll with the recorded number 
from one of your foresight rolls. You must choose to use a foresight roll before seeing the initial roll and 
before any of the roll’s effects occur. You may only use an individual foresight roll once. At the end of a 
long rest, unused foresight rolls are lost and you roll two new d20s for your foresight rolls.

Eldritch Invocation: Agonizing Blast. When you cast eldritch blast, add your Charisma modifier to the 
damage it deals on a hit (included below).

Eldritch Invocation: Eldritch Sight. You can cast detect magic at will, without expending a spell slot.
Historical Knowledge. You have advantage on Intelligence (History) checks.
Pact Boon: Pact of the Tome. While this book is on your person, you can cast guidance, sacred flame, and 

spare the dying at will.
Pact Magic (2 spell slots/Short Rest). You are a 3rd level spellcaster that uses Charisma as your spellcasting 

ability (spell save DC 12; +4 to hit with spell attacks). You know the following spells from the warlock’s spell 
list and always cast them as 2nd-level spells:

Cantrips (at will): chill touch, eldritch blast, guidance, sacred flame, spare the dying
1st-level: charm person, expeditious retreat, protection from evil and good
2nd-level: augury

ACTIONS
Dagger. Melee or Ranged Weapon Attack: +5 to hit, reach 5 ft. or range 20/40 ft., one target.  

Hit: 5 (1d4+3) piercing damage.
Eldritch Blast. Ranged Spell Attack: +4 to hit, range 120 ft., one target.  

Hit: 8 (1d10+3) force damage.
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Tiny construct (tsukumogami), lawful good
Armor Class 13 (natural armor)
Hit Points 30 (12d4)
Speed 5 ft.

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA
4 (–3) 15 (+2) 11 (+0) 10 (+0) 10 (+0) 7 (–2)

Damage Resistances radiant, bludgeoning, piercing, and 
slashing from nonmagical weapons

Damage Immunities necrotic, poison
Condition Immunities charmed, exhaustion, frightened, 

poisoned
Senses darkvision 60 ft., passive Perception 10
Languages Soburi
Challenge 0 (10 XP)
Destroyer. Zenryōna has advantage on attack rolls made 

against objects and deals double damage when using 
Strength to damage an object.

Telepathic Bond. When Zenryōna is on the same plane of 
existence Tomoe, it can magically convey what it senses 
to her, and the two can communicate telepathically.

ACTIONS
Bite. Melee Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, reach 5 ft., one  

creature. Hit: 1 piercing damage. Instead of dealing 
damage, Zenryōna can grapple the target (escape  
DC 13.

Tomoe Masamune (3rd Level)
Medium humanoid (soburi human), lawful neutral 

paladin (samurai) 3
Armor Class 17 (lamellar, defense fighting style)
Hit Points 27 (3d10+6)
Speed 30 ft.

STR DEX CON INT WIS CHA Dignity Haitoku
16 (+3) 14 (+2) 14 (+2) 10 (+0) 14 (+2) 10 (+0) 8 (–1) 9 (–1)

Saving Throws Wis +4, Cha +2 Proficiency +2 
Skills Athletics +5, Culture +1, Insight +4,  

Intimidation +2, Persuasion +2
Tools augmetics
Condition Immunities disease
Senses darkvision 60 ft., passive Perception 12
Languages Ceram, Soburi (Common), Umi
Augmetics. Your electrolens grants you darkvision 

to range of 60 feet. It has 20 hit points and an AC 
equal to your AC + 6. Your steam arm has 30 hit 
points and an AC equal to your AC + 6.

Divine Sense (1/Long Rest). As an action, you can 
open your awareness and until the end of your 
next turn, you know the location of any celestial, 
fiend, or undead within 60 feet of you that is not 
behind total cover. You know the type (celestial, 
fiend, or undead) of any being whose presence 
you sense, but not its identity. Within the same 
radius, you also detect the presence of any place 
or object that has been consecrated or desecrated, 
as with the hallow spell.

Divine Smite. When you hit a creature with a melee 
weapon attack, you can expend one spell slot to 
deal radiant damage to the target, in addition to 
the weapon’s damage. The extra damage is 2d8 for 
a 1st-level spell slot, plus 1d8 for each spell level 
higher than 1st, to a maximum of 5d8. The  
damage increases by 1d8 if the target is an  
undead or a fiend.

Feat: Ancestral Weapon (Katana). You treat  
your ancestral weapon with the same reverence 
you would a holy book or symbol. Accordingly,  
you never willingly part with your ancestral  
weapon—you may not sell it, lend it to others,  
or otherwise abandon it. If for any reason your 
ancestral weapon is taken from you, you must  
do everything in your power to recover it. Your 
ancestral weapon has +1 magical bonus to attack 
and damage and has the following feature: 

Sharp. When attacking a target wearing ar-
mor, you gain +2 bonus to the attack roll.

Lay on Hands (15 points/Long Rest). As an action, 
you can touch a creature and draw power from 
the pool to restore a number of hit points to that 
creature, up to the maximum amount remaining 

in your pool. Alternatively, you can expend 5 hit 
points from your pool of healing to cure the target 
of one disease or neutralize one poison affecting 
it. You can cure multiple diseases and neutralize 
multiple poisons with a single use of Lay on Hands, 
expending hit points separately for each one. This 

feature has no effect on  
undead and constructs.

Spellcasting. You are a 3rd level 
spellcaster that uses Charisma as your spellcasting 
ability (spell save DC 10; +2 to hit with spell  
attacks). You have the following spells prepared 
from the paladin’s spell list:

1st-level (3 slots): command, divine favor,  
shield of faith

ACTIONS
Iaijutsu Strike (1/Short Rest). As an action, you can 

draw your weapon and attack with it. This attack 
does 2d8 additional damage.

Katana. Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 5 ft., 
one target. Hit: 10 (1d12+4) magical slashing  
damage if wielded in two hands, or 8 (1d8+4)  
magical slashing damage if wielded in one hand.

Steam Arm. Melee Weapon Attack: +6 to hit, reach 5 
ft., one target. Hit: 7 (1d6+4) magical bludgeoning 
damage. Instead of dealing damage, you can order 
Zenryōna to grapple the target (escape DC 13).

Longbow. Ranged Weapon Attack: +4 to hit, range 
150/600 ft., one target. Hit: 6 (1d8+2) piercing 
damage.
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